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Introduction 
In this thesis, I will examine how Mono-ha established its own style as a Japanese 
modern art form from1968 to the beginning of the 1970s and its similarities to Minimal 
Art, Process Art, and Earth Art in the U.S. during 1960s and the beginning of thel970s. I 
Japanese artists such as Takamatsu Jiro (b .1936-2003), Sekine Nobuo (b.1942) , Yoshida 
Katsuro (b.1943-1999), Suga Kishio (b.1944), Koshimizu Susumu (b.1944), Narita 
Katsuhiko (1944-1992), and Lee Ufan (b.1931), (who originally came from Korea), 
began to place stone, wood, soil, iron, and paper on the floors and walls of galleries or in 
outdoor environments as their artworks. The materials were not used to represent any 
metaphor but utilized to show the bare condition of their shapes and matter. The works of 
this new group of artists looked just like "things" so that they were called Mono-ha 
(School of Things) by other Japanese artists and critics." Their works had visual 
similarities to American art in the 60s, such as Minimal Art, Process Art, and Earth Art. 
For example, Lee Ufan tied timbers to a pillar in Relatem Located Place llf Changed 
Title Relatem (1970), and Narita Katsuhiko wrapped iron plates around a wall in a gallery 
in Untitled (1969). The literal materials, geometric forms, and unconventional settings of 
objects used by Mono-ha artists were similar to the work of American Minimalists . 
Donald Judd hung geometric objects on the walls of galleries in Untitled (1965) and Carl 
Andre placed steel plates on the floors of galleries in 144 Steal Square (1967). 
Takamatsu Jiro hung loose strings on the wall in a gallery in Flexure ofa Net 
(1969) and placed rumpled clothes on the floor of a gallery in Looseness ofa Cloth 
(1969). Koshimizu Susumu put curled up pieces of papers on the wall in a gallery in 
Paper, changed title: Paper Bag (1970). The materials they used were similar to Process 
artists' indeterminate use of soft materials. Eva Hesse made rubberized canvases and 
hung them on a gallery wall in Untitled (1968). Robert Morris cut felt-cloth and hung it 
on the wall of a gallery in Felt Piece (1967-68). Keith Sonnier soaked dacron into latex 
and placed it on the floor in a gallery in Untitled Floor Piece (1969). 
Some works of Mono-ha artists were similar to the works of Earth artists. Sekine 
Nobuo dug a hole and piled soil in a huge cylindrical shape in Phase-Mother Earth 
(1968). Suga Kishio put soil, ash , sawdust, cotton, and fragments of plastic in an acrylic 
box and set it outdoors in Accumulated Space (1968). These are comparable to the 
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240,000-tons of rhyolite and sandstone that Michael Heizer displaced in Nevada in 
Double Negatives (1969-70). Robert Smithson put rocks from a specific site such as the 
Pine Barrens, New Jersey, in boxes and displayed them in galleries in the NOli-site series 
(1968). 
One might think that Mono-ha just copied Minimalism, Process Art and Earth Art. 
Actually, when the works of Mono-ha was first shown in New York City, their works 
were regarded as the derivation from these arts. From November to January 1971, an 
exhibition "Contemporary Art" was held at the Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum, New 
York as the fifth Japanese art festival planned by the Japanese Art Festival Association. 
Hariu Ichiro with eleven other Japanese critics and Edward F Fry, associate curator of the 
Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum selected the works to show the "prominent tendencies 
among artists currently working in Japan.":' Takamatsu Jiros Oneness (1970), Suga 
Kishios Limited Situation J (1970) and Narita Katsuhikos Sunii. No.7 (1970), were 
included in the exhibition, which was met with harsh criticism. The New York Times' 
critic, John Canaday noticed disappointedly: "In the case of sculptors, I tried to convince 
myself that the Japanese sensibility to materials gave special quality to pieces that at first 
looked entirely derivative. I failed." 4 Canaday referred to the explanation of Edward F. 
Fry's text in the catalogue in which he spoke of how "the deeper retention of indigenous 
tradition beneath this international assimilation is the dilemma in which Japanese art 
today finds itself." 5 Canaday disagreed by saying: "T he Japanese are aware of the 
dilemma and are trying to resolve it in ways not apparent in this biased show. Bias makes 
for a very lively show when bias is imaginative, but bias in this case is routine." 6 For 
Canaday, the selected artworks were derivative. 
The works of Mono-ha were apparently similar to those of Minimal Art, Process 
Art, and Earth Art in the U.S. but did Mono-ha artists just follow the American styles 
when they created their artwork? Or did the Japanese artists reflect their own vernacular 
sensibility in their artwork? An Emeritus Professor at Okinawa Art University, Masao 
Yamamoto, who compared both Western and Japanese aesthetics and art, wrote, "In the 
internationalized world today, people think that the arts of West and East will be the same. 
However, these arts include the unique sensibilities of quality and depth, which are 
formed by their traditional background. If we do not understand these sensibilities and 
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backgrounds satisfactorily, we cannot judge the style as acceptable or deniable from the 
surface." 7 
I will show that Mono-ha artists expressed a unique Japanese sensibility in their 
artworks because their historical and cultural background was different from that of 
Americans. I decided to analyze the reason for the stylistic similarities between Mono-ha 
and Minimal Art, Process Art, and Earth Art from the 1960s to the early 1970s as well as 
to examine Mono-ha artists' efforts to create its own form, which was based on Japanese 
sensi bi Iities. 
In Chapter 1, I will describe the Japanese influence on American art after World 
War II. By the 1950s and 60s, Zen had become widespread and influenced a number of 
artists in the United States to the extend that the painter, Sabro Hasegawa reported, "In 
about a hundred days [in New York City] I was asked by about a hundred people about 
Zen and sometimes it was they who were telling me about Zen .. .When I went out to eat 
in Greenwich Village, invariably somebody young or old, painter, musician, or poet 
would get a hold of me and start talking intently. How dearly they desire to learn from the 
Orient!" II Also in the 1960s, Minimal artists were influenced by Zen. In fact when I 
asked the artist Carl Andre, whether he was influenced by Zen, he agreed confirming that 
most of the artists around him "dipped into Zen in those days.?" When Richard Serra, 
Carl Andre, and Sol Lewitt went to Japan in 1970 to exhibit their works in the io" Tokyo 
Biennale "Between Man and Matter", they also visited Kyoto and studied "time, space, 
place, and movement" in Zen ternples.!" I believe that the Japanese sensibility absorbed 
by American modem artists was one of the factors that finally led to the similarities 
between Minimal Art and Mono-ha. 
In Chapter 2, 1will describe Mono-ha's origin and historical background. After 
Japan's national isolation (1639-1853), Japanese artists began to adapt Western 
traditional oil paintings. In Japanese traditional painting, artists used natural pigments 
such as crushed rocks and shells with gelatin to paint natural subjects and phenomena 
such as flowers, birds, the moon and blowing wind on Japanese paper. When the artists 
used canvases and pigments for oil painting, they followed the subjects of landscape, still 
life and portrait in the forms of Impressionism, Fauvism, Futurism and Surrealism. In 
short, Japanese modem art began to adapt Westem art styles. I I Therefore, Japanese 
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modem arti sts were tom ; should they continue to be imitators of Western modem art or 
cling to the traditional style of Japanese paintings? 12 After World War II, the American 
military occupied Japan (1946-1952) and brought many aspects of American culture such 
as toys, movies, clothes, and food into Japan . American modern art was not an exception. 
A Japanese critic, Sawaragi Noi observed that Japanese modern art was established 
through the influence of American pop culture and art. 13 
It seemed that Japanese modem artists could not re solve the dilemma between 
establishing their own styles and imitating Western styles of art. However, Saito 
Yoshishige (1904-2001), who was a pioneer of Japanese Constructioni sm and a professor 
at Tama Art University, taught his students Sekine Nobuo, Suga Kishio, and Yoshida 
Katsuro (future Mono-ha artists), how they could create their own styles, even though 
they could not escape from the influence of European and American art. On one hand, 
Saito lectured on the ideas of Donald Judd, Claude Levi-Strauss, and Maurice Merleau­
Ponty and showed the photographs of the newest American art around 1965 such as 
Minimal A11 , Kinetic art , and Happenings .14 On the other hand, he suggested that they 
read Eastern textbooks about Taoism and Buddhism. I5 His reasoning was that if they only 
copied the surface of Western art without learning its theory and exploring their identity 
as Japanese (Asians), their a11 would be empty. Suga Kishio studied Indian Buddhist 
philosophy and Sekine Nobuo studied Chinese philosophies such as Lao-tzu's and 
Chuang-tse 's thoughts." Saito's teaching led them to realize what Eastern sensibility was 
and how it could be compatible with European and American a11. 
In Chapter 3, I will focus on the art of Lee Ufan, who was Mono-ha's leader, and 
Suga Kishio, who has continued Mono-ha's work even after the movement faded in the 
early 1970s. They recognized that Japanese modern art needed its own language. Lee 
pointed out the lack of specific "smells" or "colors" of Japanese modern art . Japanese 
artists live in Japan so that their experience would be different from that of artists who 
live in New York City and Paris. Lee discussed how Japanese artists could express their 
experiences in Japan in their works.17 Suga stated , " I felt that minirnalism came from the 
outside. I wanted to reject that and look for something indigenous to Japan."I H 
Lee Ufan related the idea of "seeing a thing as it is" in Eastern philosophies such 
as Mahayana Buddhism and Taoism with Western philosophies, specifically Heidegger's 
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and Merleau-Ponty's phenomenology." He criticized modern Western society, which 
used materials for human expediency and manipulated original images of things for their 
purposes.i" Lee arranged materials with different characters such as iron (hard) and 
cotton (soft) in his art and invoked their characters without manipulating their images. He 
tried to release things from their utilitarian purpose and reduced objects into things, the 
barest condition of what they are. 
Suga Kishio was against the Western way of existentialism and tried to express 
invisible "s ituations" and "interdependent things" in his art by the combination of raw 
materials. 21 For instance, in Shaiso (The Aspect of Leaning) (1969), Suga set pieces of 
timbers leaning against each other with stones outside and showed how the timber and 
stone existed interdependently in a situation. Traditionally Japanese people focused on 
negative space and recognized that they were living in a space between things. 22 Human 
beings and things were a continuum, so to speak. In contrast, Western people focused on 
positive space and separated themselves from other things.i'' According to Suga, Japanese 
people regarded that humans exist not as opponents of things but as components of 
things. i" People's daily lives were also going on between things and their activities were 
depending on how they related with others. Mono-ha emphasized Japanese aesthetics 
(seeing a thing as it is and focusing on the interdependence of things) in their works and 
established their original styles . 
In conclusion, I will summarize Mono-ha artists' interdependency between 
Minimal Art, Process Art, and Earth Art in the U.S. and express their unique language as 
Japanese modern art. In today's internationalized world, artworks from abroad are 
introduced by the Internet, art magazines, TV, radio and exhibited in museums every day. 
American art and other art easily influence the Japanese, and prompts assimilation 
between them while vernacular sensibility still remains. Mono-ha's inclination to find 
what they can share in the forms of foreign art, and harmonize it with their own 
sensibility became an example of world alt. 
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Chapterl The Influence of Zen and Eastern thought on Minimal Art, Process Art, 
and Earth Art in the U.S. (1960-1973). 
In this chapter, I will examine how Zen and other Eastern thought such as Taoism 
influenced Minimal Art, Process Art, and Earth Art in the U.S. from 1960 to 1973 1• 
In particular, the works of Carl Andre (b.1935), Robert Morris (b.1931), Richard 
Serra (b.1934), and Robert Smithson (1938-1973) are seen as representatives of these 
styles . According to art historian David Clarke, Carl Andre was influenced by the Zen 
Buddhist idea of "seeing a thing as it is."z He used the raw materials of stone, wood, and 
metal plates for the characteristics and content." He was also influenced by the concept of 
negative space in the philosophy of Lao-tse." Robert MOITis was indirectly influenced by 
Zen through Fluxus; before Morris was known as a Minimal artist, he worked with 
members of the group in the beginning of thel960s .5 The members of Fluxus combined 
their art with their lives and surroundings, influenced by John Cage's music, also based 
on thoughts of Zen. 6 Morris's gray plywood box in Column (1961) used during his 
performance was later applied to Minimal sculpture installed as seven gray geometric 
plywood objects in the Green Gallery, New York (1964).7 Richard Serra was directly 
influenced by Zen Buddhism and created sculptures that prompted the viewers to be 
aware of time, space, and place by circumnavigation.' Robert Smithson was intluenced 
by Tony Smith whose works emphasized negative space and the presence of things in 
Eastern thought.'> His Non-site series focused on the invisible space of the conceptual 
"there" whereas other constructed Earthworks such as Spiral Jetty (1970) invited viewers 
to experience a sense of presence by interacting with them or even walking on them. 
Mono-ha artist, Lee Ufan was also intluenced by Zen and Lao-tses thought.!" He 
claimed that the moment of direct confrontation with materials (things) prompted an 
aesthetic experience for the artists and viewers. I I It can be compared to a theatrical 
experience (the realization of things themselves in the present), which was caused by 
confrontmg objects 111 Minimal Art and by confrontmg the surroundings 111 Earth Art. The 
conceptual and stylistics similarities between the works of these American and Mono-ha 
artists were based on their shared Japanese (Eastern) sensibility of Zen Buddhism and 
other Eastern thought. 
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1-1 The influence of Zen Buddhism and Eastern thought on Carl Andre in Minimal 
Art. 
After World War II, the American military occupied Japan from 1946 to 1952. This 
occupation in the early postwar years became the opportunity for Americans to absorb 
Japanese culture and thought. Mark Tobey observed: 
What little oriental influence there was in America had hardly penetrated the West
 
Coast. But World War II broke thi s hiatus. Today the European influence is on the
 
wane, and we are developing an indigenous style. However, we are growing more
 
and more conscious of what I would term the Japanese aesthetic .... Several
 
contemporary American artists have expressed an interest in Zen Buddhism with the
 
implication that this has influenced their work, and the subject has been much
 
discussed in the galleries and art journals. 12
 
Carl Andre was one of the artists who were influenced by Zen Buddhism and 
other Eastern thought. Initially as a young artist he was interested in poetry and learned 
about Japanese art and the culture through the text of Haiku. 13 Especially in the 1950s 
and early 1960s, he was "greatly moved by photographs of the carpentry of Japanese 
temples and classic houses.,,14 Andre made floor-based artworks such as Equivalent 1­
VIII (1966)(figure 1) and 8 cuts (l967)(figure 2) from the inspiration of Japanese temples 
and Zen gardens such as Ryoan-ji (figure 3).15 
The purpose of Andre's raw materials -bricks , stones, and wood- set on the floors 
in galleries or on the ground outside was to "encourage the viewer to regard them 
'directly -in their thusness' rather than to see them as symbols of something else.,,16 He 
stated, "My work has no more idea than a tree or a rock or a mountain.,,17 This statement 
could be compared to that of a scholar of Zen Buddhism Suzuki Daisetsu (1870-1966): 
"As to all those images of various Buddhas and Bodhisattvas and Devas and other beings 
that one comes across in Zen temples, they are like so many pieces of wood or stone or 
metal; they are like the camelias, azaleas or stone lanterns in my gardens.Y' " Usually 
people tend to see statues of Buddha as "sculptures." Yet, if they saw those statues 
plainly, they would be recognized as chunks of wood, stone, and metal. On the contrary, 
if the chunk of wood and stone can be called "sculpture", the tree and stone in a garden 
would be called sculptures. Andre's use of "literal" materials corresponded with the 
thought of "Nyo" (as-it-is-ness) in Zen Buddhism.19 In addition, the rocks, trees, and 
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gravel on the ground in a garden would remind Andre where the materials were installed. 
Andre stated in a letter to David Clarke that his first inspiration about the concept of 
"place" came from seeing photographs of Japanese gardens.r" This inspiration developed 
into Andre's realization: "sculpture as shape; sculpture as structure; sculpture as place" 
that he described in his book, Passport (1960). Suzuki's idea that "stone and wood in a 
garden must be called sculptures" also seems to have led Andre to the idea that other 
objects such as a bench in a garden and a bridge on a pond can be called sculptures. 
Andre wrote the formula of sculpture in his "Essay on Sculpture for E.C. Goosen"(1964): 
arc/arch/aisie/bridge/bench/baillbin/beam/booth/flange/cairnbeillcarnlcone/chair/ 
groove/chord/crux/cog/dike/crypt!ground. 21 
As James Meyer observed, the terms of "architecture" and "ground" were included as the 
condition of sculpture. Before Rosalind Krause wrote, "Sculpture in the Expanded 
Field "(1979), Andre's "Essay on Sculpture" had already proposed the possibility of 
Land Art and Architectural sculpture in the 1970s.22 
Carl Andre used raw materials of wood, stone, and steel plates and limited the 
processing of them. For instance, in Henn (1960) (figure 4) he placed timber on the floor 
in a gallery without applying changing it in any way. In Pyre (1960) (figure 5) he piled 
up timbers without nailing them on the floor of a gallery. According to David Clarke, 
around 1960, Andre read Taoism's text, Tao Te Ching by Chinese philosopher, Lao-tse 
(604?-531 B.C). 23 Lao-tse described the virtue of leaving things in their natural state as 
"A great tailor cuts little" and 'The Universe is sacred. You cannot improve it. If you try 
to change it, you will ruin it." 24 
In addition, Carl Andre was inspired by the idea of a void or negative space in the 
thought of Taoism such as "Cut doors and windows for a room." 25 Lao-tse thought 
empty space was important because it had infinite potential to be filled OUt.26 In 1959, 
Andre made the Brancusi-like sculpture, Last Ladder (figure 6) and in 1966 added a 
statement: "Up to a certain time I was cutting into things. Then I realized that the thing I 
was cutting was the cut. Rather than cut into material, I now use the materials as the cut 
in space." 27 He made concaves to fill out the spaces rather than purposely curving wood. 
In Lever (1966) Andre focused on negative space. The blocks positioned on the floor as 
positive forms emphasized the space around them as negative space or void?8 
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In 1966, Andre spread 800 small plastic blocks on the floor in a gallery as Spill 
(figure 7). He experienced the I-Ching (Chinese fortune telling in which the player can 
foresee his future by tossing a coin three times in a hexagram) in 1958 when Hollis 
Frampton cast his fortune. Ironically the result was: "The wise man does not consult 
oracles." Andre was disappointed and began to doubt the role of the I-Ching; however, he 
acknowledged that human life was ruled by chance and that one cannot rule against it. 
Andre wrote, "My life is ruled by chance. I try to exclude everything from my art that I 
cannot will. There is so little in the world we can truly determine. That knowledge is not 
nearly so painful as the lack of that knowledge." Andre's Spill appeared as the factor of 
"indeterminacy" that he could not control. James Meyer pointed out how this unformed 
sculpture was the transition from Minimal Art to Process art, which used chance and 
indeterminacy to create art. 3D 
1-2 The influence of Zen Buddhism and Eastern thought on Robert Morris in 
Minimal Art and Process Art. 
Robert MOITis was not directly influenced by Zen Buddhism but indirectly 
through Fluxus. In 1961 Morris came to New York City from Oregon and 
associated with Fluxus artists such as La Monte Young, Dick Higgins, Yoko Ono, 
and Ichiyanagi Toshi. 31 Fluxus was established in 1961 by George Maciunas who 
had been influenced by Zen and Eastern thought and the music of John Cage. 
According to Thomas Kellein: 
In the 1950s, he [Maciunas] probably read more than most art historians on Dadaism, the 
history of Abstract Expressionism and European Informel as well as on contemporary 
Japanese art and East Asian calligraphy. He knew that not only Cage but also George 
Mathieu, had been attracted to Zen. He took keen interest in abstract art for several years 
and names such as Concretism or Fluxus are actually products of Maciunas'reading 
background.Y 
Maciunas gathered musicians and artists around Cage such as George Brecht, Nam June 
Paik, Ben Vautier, Robert Watts, and La Monte Young who developed their own 
performance, events, and objects in Germany, U.S., Korea, Japan, and other countries 
between 1962-1978.33 
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John Cage learned Zen Buddhism at Columbia University from lectures by Suzuki 
Daisetsu from the end of 1940s to the 1950s.34 In an interview with Bill Womack, Cage 
stated: 
Since the forties and through the study with D.T. Suzuki of the philosophy of Zen 
Buddhism, I've thought of music as a means of changing the mind . I saw art not 
as something that consisted of a communication from the artists to an audience 
but rather as an activity of sounds in which the artist found a way to let the 
sounds be themselves. 35 
In Eastern thought such as Taoism and Zen, the condition of "things" appear 
naturally without any intervention of the artist's hand. 36 Cage applied the idea to 
his music . For instance, in composition 4 '33" (4 minutes and 33seconds) (1952), 
Cage did not make any sounds by himself but used noises from the audiences as the 
sound of his music in the theater. 37 Through this work, he embodied the idea of that 
music makes itself. John Cage's idea that combined music with life and 
environments prompted the members of Fluxus to combine their art with life, 
culture, social environment, and action through their performance, music, and 
objects. r" For example, in Performing La Monte Young's Composition 1960/70.10 
to Bah Morris (Zen for Head) (l962)(figure 8), Nam June Paik soaked his head and 
necktie into a bowl with ink and tomato juice and drew a line on a paper by using 
his body in a performance at the Stadtisches Museum in Wiesbaden, Germany. Paik 
interpreted Young's Composition no.lO, which read, "Draw a straight line and 
follow it" and dedicated it to Robert Morris.39 This performance was a kind of a 
parody of Zen calligraphy in that the expression was directly connected with the 
artist's physical action. 
In Western tradition, the final production of canvases in painting and objects in 
sculpture were regarded as artworks but the process of making art (artist's actions) were 
not. However, in traditional Japanese aJ1 such as Zen calligraphy and painting, Ikebana 
(Flower Arrangement), Renka (Verse), Tea Ceremony, and Noh that mainly developed 
with Zen Buddhism from the 14th to 16th century, the moment of confronting material s 
was regarded as part of the artwork.l'' The participants of those arts experienced an 
artistic moment by doing something with materials from daily life such as tea, pottery 
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and flowers in a distinct environment such as a tearoom or outside garden. The artist's 
life, materials, and their surroundings were combined in art . 
In 1961, Morris made wooden boxes, which were painted gray such as Box with the 
Sounds of its Own Making (figure 9) and Column (figure 10). Morris placed a tape 
recorder inside Box with the Sounds of its Own Making, which played the sounds of 
screwing, nailing, and hammering made when the box was constructed. Morris suggested 
the process of making the box through the sounds. The sounds of "doing" something, also 
awakened the sense of presence to the viewer (listener). 41 The title of this work is very 
similar to John Cage's idea that "music (material) makes sounds by itself." In Column 
(figure 11), originally Morris planned to enter the box and close himself up like a coffin 
pulled down by his weight on the stage. (However, the box was pulled down by a rope in 
a performance, at the New York Living Theater).42 In this work, Morris directly 
connected his physical action with material (box) in a theatrical space. 
Then, Morris applied the gray plywood box from the theater to Minimal sculptures in 
the galleries.f' In "Notes on Sculpture Part I and II" (1966), Morris declared that simple 
geometric form and monochrome objects (such as the gray plywood box in his 
performance) would easily get the viewer's attention as Gestalt perception .l" A simple 
geometric object does not suggest another image to the viewers and can be recognized as 
it is. Many colors and complicated shapes of objects distract the viewers' attention from 
them as a whole. Morris' theory can be compared to Zen painting and calligraphy where 
the artists eliminated the use of many colors and only used black ink and few lines to 
"direct communion with the inner nature of things, regarding their outward accessories 
only as impediments to a clear perception of Truth.,,45 Also, in the thought of Taoism and 
Zen Buddhism, empty space has energy to fill out the space and evoke the sense of 
infinity to the viewers. Therefore, Zen painters limited the number of brushes, quantity of 
ink, and the shape of subjects to keep blank space and finally a white paper was left as a 
painting?". This concept corresponds to Michael Fried's observation in "Art and 
Objecthood"( 1967), 
Like Judd's Specific Objects and Morris's gestalts or unitary forms, Smith's cube 
is always of further interest, one never feels that one has come to the end of it ; it is 
inexhaustible. It is inexhaustible, however, not because of any fullness- that is the 
inexhaustibility of art-but because there is nothing there to exhaust." 
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In addition, Morris insisted that a human-sized object is the most effective to grab the 
viewer's attention; because human being recognizes an object whether it is smaller than 
or bigger than himself.48 From 1965 to 67, Morris made box-type objects that were 
slightly larger than human size (96 X 96 X 24 inch) such as Untitled (L-Bea111s) (figure 12). 
Morris implied that hollow the box-shaped objects still enclosed people inside as actors 
and the viewers were audiences who faced them. Michael Fried identified the theatrical 
experience in Morris' Minimal sculpture: "Literalist [Minimalist] sensibility is theatrical 
because, to begin with , it is concerned with actual circumstances in which the beholder 
encounters literalist work. Monis makes this explicit.?" 
In "Anti-Forrn"(1968), Robert Morris changed direction and denied his Minimal 
b · o jects,so 
What remains problematic about these schemes [serial geometric objects] is the fact 
that any order for multiple units is an imposed one which has no inherent relation to 
the physicality of the existing units." 
Instead of rigid serial objects, Morris began to work with soft and amorphous materials, 
For instance, in Felt Piece (1967-68) (figure 13), Morris cut gray felt pieces and hung 
them from the wall to the floor as a sculpture. Morris quoted Jackson Pollock's all-over 
painting and insisted "American art has developed by uncovering successive alternative 
premises for making art itself."s2 Even though, Morris changed his sculptures from rigid 
objects to soft materials, the concept of "indeterminacy" and "making art itself' in 
Process Art still overlapped with the ideas in John Cage's music, focusing on 
indeterminacy and "how music makes itself." Cage used the I-Ching and created the 
composition of an orchestra such as Concerto for Prepared Piano and Chamber 
Orchestra (1951) by tossing coins onto a hexagram with oracles.v' This "chance 
operation" which including the indeterminacy of coins to transcend Cage's like-dislike 
(ego) had its origin in Zen Buddhism and other Eastern thought." 
Jackson Pollock's splashing of enamel paint on a canvas on the ground also 
seemed to be a kind of ritual for transcending his intention (ego). Pollock stated in "My 
Painting"(1947-48): "When I am in my painting, I'm not aware of what I'm doing. It is 
only after a sort of 'get acquainted' period that I see what I have been about. I have no 
fears about making changes, destroying the image, etc., because the painting has a life on 
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its own. I try to let it come through.,,55 Pollock suffered from impetuous behavior and 
alcoholic depression." However, he found release when he splashed enamel paint on 
canvases on the ground. He described his reason for using a stick with paint in an 
interview with William Wright in 1950, "Well, I'm able to be more free and to have 
greater freedom and move about the canvas, with greater ease.,,57 His all-over painting 
was influenced by Indian sand painting, in which sand was sprinkled on the ground, but it 
also has roots in Zen calligraphy in that an artist's action directly connected with the 
materials (ink) on paper set on the ground.5~ Pollock observed, "I paint on the floor and 
this isn't unusual - the Orientals did tha1.,,59 
Morris quoted Pollock's dripping technique in "Anti-Form" as "unlike the brush it 
is in far greater sympathy with matter because it acknowledges the inherent tendencies 
and properties of the matter" and emphasized the use of "inherent" materials in an 
"American style." 60 Yet, Pollock's practice of dripping paint on the floor was not only 
uniquely American but also Eastern. 
In "Notes on Sculpture 4: Beyond Object" (1969), Morris examined the "floor­
based" structure which consisted of heterogeneous materials of "rods, particles, dust and 
pulpy" spread directly on the floor. 61 According to Morris, these objects on the floor 
were perceived by the viewers as a "unitary form ." (figure 14).62 In "Art and 
Objecthood," Michael Fried had pointed out the contradiction of Morris' theory in "Notes 
on Sculpture I and II": the Minimal objects affect the viewer's Gestalt perception and the 
viewer's confrontation with the objects create a sense of theatrical experience. However, 
the gallery's size, shape, color, and lighting (the surroundings of the installed object) also 
influence the viewer's theatrical experience. According to Fried, the viewer was affected 
by everything in the room and Morris could not control the entire viewing situation.63 If 
another viewer cut into the space between the object and the viewer, was the theatrical 
experience continued? (In a crowded gallery, this often happens.) Morris as a Minimalist 
only focused partially on the relationship between each viewer and objects and dismissed 
the idea of wholeness in a surrounding and entire situation. Based on the concept from 
"Notes on Sculpture 4: Beyond Object", Morris set up a "lateral spread, mixing of 
materials" on the floor in a gallery in Untitled (1968)(figure 15). In this structure, a 
distance between the viewers and objects was not needed because these materials 
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encompassed the floor. Even if somebody cut off the space between the viewer and 
objects, which were sprawled on the floor, it did not mean that his/her appreciation was 
interrupted, Even though other viewers were walking around in the gallery, this 
movement could be regarded as a part of the artwork, like an event, which involved the 
entire environment. The viewers became part of "unitary "objects on the ground, so to 
speak. Morris called this floor-based unitary object "landscape mode."M 
This mode influenced Earth Art and Installation Art. Irving Sandler 
commented: "Both earth art and installation art depended on real time, requiring the 
viewer to participate, to 'be there and walk around the work.' Because they 
involved the viewers as a kind of actor, earth art and installation art were essentially 
. I .,65 M ., "I d d" d " h . 1 . " theatncat. : 1 oms s an scape rna e an t eatnca experience were 
succeeded by the sculpture of Richard Serra and Earthworks of Robert Smithson . 
1-3 The influence of' Zen Buddhism and Eastern thought on Richard Serra in 
Process Art 
At the start of his career, Richard Serra was influenced by Arte Povera and 
used a combination of soft materials such as fiberglass , vulcanized rubber and neon 
in Inverted Bucket (l967)(figure 16) and Belts (l966-67)(figure 17).66 These 
artworks were similar to Morris's Process Art in that they included indeterminacy 
in their soft characteristics. In 1968, Serra created horizontal floor based sculptures 
(Morris' landscape mode) such as Tearing Leadfrom lOt) to 1:47(figure 18). The 
torn lead did not include any symbols or metaphors . Serra simply intended to show 
the moldable and soft characteristic of lead by tearing it. Serra also used melted 
lead and splashed it on the wall in Splashing (figure 19) and dripped it into the 
angle fanned by the floor and wall in Casting (figure 20) at Leo Castelli Gallery. 
This showed the process of a material making itself. This action sculpture was not 
only akin to Process Art but also had affinity with Jackson Pollock's action painting 
Serra's experience of direct confrontation of materials was the same as that of the 
Abstract Expressionists who were inspired by the works of Zen, which directly used 
their materials and favored simple and abstract expression." 
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In 1970, Semi visited Japan to exh ibit his artwork in "the io'" Tokyo 
Biennale: Human and Matter" by the planning of Nakahara Yusuke.68 After the 
show he visited Kyoto and stayed at a Zen temple, Myoushin-ji. Serra described his 
experience of the temples in an interview: 
The primary characteristic of both the temples and stone gardens was that the 
ambulatory paths around and through them were circular. The geometry of the sites 
prompted walking in arcs. The articulation of discrete elements within the field and 
the sense of the field as a whole emerged only by constant looking. The neces sity 
of peripatetic perception is characteri stic of Myoushin-ji. f" 
In Myoushin-ji , Serra studied "how one perceives and experiences space, place, 
time, and movernent.Y'" The temple directly showed Serra how to "be there" and 
walk around the work. After his travels in Japan, Serra made To Encircle Base 
Plate Hexagram. Right Angles Inverted (1970) (figure 21), Shift (1970-72) (figure 
22) and Pulitzer Piece: Stepped Elevation (1970-71). The viewers of all these works 
were intended to experience space and time by walking around the sculpture. In 
Shift Serra "wanted ... a dialectic between one's perception of the place in totality 
and one's relation to the field as walked.Y'" Usually, humans assume that they 
decide what they see, but their sight actually depends on the change of their 
surrounding. In traditional Western painting since the Renaissance, one point linear 
perspective fixed the painted landscape to a single human point of view. In Shift. 
the landscape was "elevating, lowering, extending, foreshortening, contracting, 
compressing, and turning." 72 This changing field was based on the reciprocity of a 
viewer and landscape, not only a human's perspective.v' The realization that life is 
based on the coexistence of nature (landscape) and humans was common in 
Buddhist thought in the East.74 In "Richard Serra: Sculpture" (1986) , Rosalind 
Krauss pointed out the affinity of Merleau-Pontys idea in "The Phenomenology of 
Perception" (1945 trans.1962) with Serra's concept of his artworks. She observed, 
"Serra's conception of Shift seems to arise quite naturally from the kind of 
phenomenological setting .,,75 Her interpretation has validity but another 
simultaneous reading is also possible. Similar to phenomenology, the idea of Zen 
also included the physical realization of space, time and place with the surrounding 
environment. 
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1-4 The influence of Zen Buddhism and Eastern thought on Robert Smithson in 
Earth Art. 
Although Robert Smithson was not directly influenced by Zen, the Zen concept of 
negative space influenced him indirectly through Tony Smith. According to Robert 
Hobbs, 
Smithson owes an enormous debt to Tony Smith, who chose to look at sculpture in 
radically different ways. Smith did not consider his sculpture to be objects that 
activate space but rather voids that displace the solidarity of space : in Smithson's 
term they are Nonsites. Smith's attitude toward space was influenced by the 
Japanese sensibility, particularly the idea of space as solid. i" 
Tony Smith, as an architect, was influenced by Frank Lloyd Wright's organic 
architecture, which was based on the concept of void space in Zen and Taoism as 
expressed in the reading of Kakuzo Okakura's "The Book of Tea"(l906).77 Wright was 
influenced by the ideas of Lao-tse, such as "the reality of a room, for instance, was to be 
found in the vacant space enclosed by the roof and wall, not in the roof and wall them 
selves ... Vacuum is all potential because all containing.v" Wright commented, "Lao-tse 
was the man . . .who first declared that the reality of the building did not consist of four 
walls and a roof, but in the space within-to be lived in-and that's our organic architecture 
today. ,,7') Tony Smith admired Wright's organic architecture as " syn thesized eclectic 
inlluences-predominanlly Asian and indigenous American-with spatial intuitions and 
sensitivity to the natural site."so Through Wright 's influence, Tony Smith made Moondog 
(1964) (figure 23) that had an opening into organic shape. Viewers could see the 
background behind sculpture (negative space) through the opening. Moondog had 
different axes so that its shapes looked different, depending on where the viewers stood. 
Smith's sculpture prompted a theatrical experience through circumnavigation. An organic 
shape's anthropomorphic form corresponds to an actor while the viewers correspond to 
spectators in a theater, as in Morris' work. Fried commented in "Art and Objecthood": 
I am suggesting, then, a kind of latent or hidden naturalism, indeed 
anthropomorphism, lies at the core of literal ist (minimalist) theory and practice. 
The concept of presence all but says as much, through rarely so nakedly as in Tony 
Smith's statement, 'I didn't think of them [i.e., the sculptures he always made] as 
sculptures but as presence of a sort. , 81 
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Then, Smith's practice, which pursued the sense of "presence" through the viewers' 
circumnavigation of sculptures, crystallized in Smith's aesthetic experience in a car ride 
on New Jersey Turnpike: 
When I was teaching at Cooper Union in the first year or two of the fifties, 
someone told me how I could get onto the unfinished New Jersey Turnpike. I 
took three students and drove from somewhere in the Meadows to New 
Brunswick. It was a dark night and there were no light or shoulder markers, lines, 
railings, or anything at all except the dark pavement moving through the 
landscape of the flats, rimmed by hills in the distance, but punctuated by stacks, 
towers, fumes, and colored lights. This drive was a revealing experience. The 
road and much of the landscape was artificial, and yet it couldn't be called a 
work of art. On the other hand, it did something for me that art had never done. 
At first I didn't know what it was, but its effect was to liberate me from many of 
the views I had had about art. It seemed that there had been a reality there that 
had not had any expression in art. The experience on the road was something 
mapped out but not socially recognized. I thought to my self, it ought to be clear 
that's the end of art. Most painting looks pretty pictorial after that. There is no 
way you can frame it, you just have to experience it. 82 
Later, Smith experienced the same feeling in abandoned airstrips and a drilled ground. 
As Smith drove through New Jersey, he was immersed in darkness. He was only able to 
make out the shapes of things such as stacks and towers. Darkness may change 
perception on things, but the presence of the objects still exists. The abandoned airstrips 
and the huge drilled ground had already lost their utilitarian purpose. The abandoned 
objects and spaces caused a sense of infinity because of there was "nothing there to 
exhaust." Fried commented that with Smith's realization, "It is as though the turnpike, 
airstrips, and drilled ground reveal the theatrical character of literalist art, only without 
object, that is, without the art self-as though the object is needed only with a room."S3 
Smith's experience of art without object but with a surrounding, corresponded to 
the definition of art in Taoism: 
Taoism is the "art of being in the world," for it deals with the present-ourselves ...The 
present is the moving Infinity, the legitimate sphere of Relative. Relativity seeks 
Adjustment; Adjustment is Art. The art of life lies in a constant readjustment to our 
surrounding. 84 
Tony Smith's New Jersey car ride, which was "art as a surrounding", influenced 
Robert Smithson's sculpture in Earth Art, which used the surrounding.f Tony Smith's 
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episode started Smithson thinking about "the ways that twentieth-century man conceives 
of space, and led him to formulate a new paradigm for sculptural space.',86 Smith's 
description of the sense of "nowhere" in abandoned or constructed sites also influenced 
Smithson's art. Robert Hobbs continued: Smithson developed his Site/Non-site and later 
his land reclamation projects. "Even though Smithson's sculpture assumes a very 
different form from that of Tony Smith, the generative ideas giving rise to that form are 
dependent on Smith's thinking about space, form, and the desperate feelings of alienation 
that are part of modern man's experience.t'Y 
In April 1967, Smithson went to Pine Barrens and Atlantic City in New Jersey with 
Nancy Holt, Robert Morris, Virginia Dwan, and Carl Andre and photographed 
"smokestacks, slagheaps, piled objects, overpasses, and sand pits."s8 The isolated and 
abandoned surroundings were sculptures to him . 
In September 1967, Smithson visited several constructed places in Passaic, New 
Jersey to create photographs (figure 24). As he went to the Passaic Center to buy film and 
eat something for lunch, he observed: 
Passaic center loomed like a dull adjective. Each "store" in it was an adjective 
unto the next, a chain of adjectives disguised as stores . .. . Actually, Pas saic center 
was no center- it was instead a typical abyss or an ordinary void . What a great 
place for a gallery! Or maybe an "out door sculpture show" would pep that place 
89 
up . 
His realization that "vast void space was a gallery" and "there was no center" are 
crystallized in the series of Non-site sculpture such as A Non-site. Pine Barrens, New 
Jersey (1968) and A Non-site, Franklin. New Jersey (1968) (figure 25). Robert Smithson 
brought local materials from New Jersey such as sand, wood and limestone to galleries 
with geometric containers with aerial photographic maps. By using the invisible negati ve 
space of "there"(New Jersey) and by carrying these materials into "here"(the gallery), he 
demonstrated the idea of "void space" and "no-center." The materials were enclosed in 
geometric containers and separated from their original surrounding and were frozen in 
time. Through the artwork, Smithson also represented isolated modern society as rootless. 
From 1969 to his death in 1973, Smithson looked for "forgotten spaces, the 'non­
spaces' of the present-strip-mining sites, industrial sludge heaps, and polluted parks and 
streams" for making his artworks. r" For Smithson, setting his artwork up in those 
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abandoned sites connected with the concept of "devastation" and "reclamation" of land 
by humans and nature.i" In Asphalt Rundown (1969)(figure 26), Smithson oozed asphalt 
from a truck to the hillside of the abandoned quarry in Rome. He showed the 
"devastation" of land with "alienated modem man's experience" by dumping industrial 
materials (asphalt) into the quarry. At the same time, this "free-flowing" and 
"indeterminacy" of materials also had "an antecedent in the art of Jackson Pollock.,,92 
The vast ground was a kind of canvas and oozed asphalt was a kind of action painting 
with indeterminacy. In Glue Pour Vancouver (1969) (figure 27), the oozed glue at British 
Columbia also represented "the New York tradition of emphasizing the inherent 
properties of the medium" and "New York painting of the sixties.',93 Zen's tradition (to 
realize presence through the confronting materials) was realized through Action painting 
to Earthworks. 
In the beginning of 1970s, Smithson constructed huge Earthworks such as Spiral 
Jetty (1970) (figure 28) in Great Salt Lake, Utah and Amarillo Ramp (1973) (figure 29) in 
Texas that included a theatrical experience by the circumnavigation of viewers. John 
Coplans described: 
On the Amarillo Ramp you stop a lot, especially when going up the ramp, to 
watch how your relationship to the surroundings changes, but in both pieces you 
become unusually aware of the physicality of your body in relationship to its 
surroundings, of temperature, of the movement of wind, of the sounds of nature, 
and how isolated you have been from nature until this moment." 
This theatrical experience of the viewer's circumnavigation of artworks was what Robert 
Morris pursued in the "landscape mode" of sculptures such as Untitled (1968) and what 
Richard Serra achieved through "a field of reciprocity" in Shift. Of course these artists 
were influenced by not only Zen and Eastern thought but also the work of others. For 
example, Robert Monis' sculpture was influenced by the works of Marcel Ducharnp." 
Richard Serra was influenced by the works of Brancusi.96 Smithson's sculptures were 
influenced by other factors such as the idea of entropy, American landscape, and science 
fiction.i" However, it was certain that the Zen tradition of confronting materials and 
theatrical experience played an important role in the works of Minimal Art, Process Art 
and Earth Art during the 1960s and the beginning of 1970s. 
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Chapter 2 Before Mono-ha: the Veneration ofWestern Modern Art and the Effort 
to Create Japanese Modern Art. 
In 1863, after Japan's national isolation (1639-1853), the 12ih Japanese emperor, 
Meiji (Mutsuhito), decided to import Western technology and modern culture for Japan's 
modernization. Technology such as the steam engine, spinning machine, and lithography 
surprised Japanese people and they believed that Westernization could contribute to 
Japan's becoming a more robust and wealthy country. They began to absorb Western 
culture such as the waltz, riding horses, and playing the piano. The technique of oil 
painting was also imported for study. I In 1871, the Ministry of Education published texts 
about Western painting, and private institutes teaching Western painting and drawing 
flourished after the two decades.2In 1893, Impressionism was first introduced at the fifth 
exhibition of the Meiji Art Association by an art dealer Hayashi Tadamasa (1853-1906). 
In the same year, painters Kuroda Seiki (1866-1924) and Kume Keiichiro (1866-1934) 
returned from France. They established the department of Western painting at Tokyo Art 
University in 1900 and popularized traditional styles of French painting (figure 30). 
Painter Saeki Yuzo (1898-1928), who studied under Maurice de Vlaminck, introduced 
Fauvism to Japanese artists.' Another painter Yorozu Tetsugoro (1885-1927) applied the 
style of Fauvism and painted Ratai Bijin (Naked Beauty) (1912) (figure 31), which was a 
half naked woman with vivid colors and Van Gogh-like rough touches, in a Japanese 
countryside in the North East. 4 
When World War I (1914-1918) broke out, Japan entered the war under the 
confederation of Italy, France, Russia, England, Serbia and Montenegro. Due to direct 
contact with these advanced nations, Japanese artists found that their examples of the 
academic style of French painting was old fashioned and that the current trend of avant­
garde art included Dadaism in France, Constructivism in Russia, and Futurism in Italy. 
Japanese artists began to adapt these styles in the Taisho era (1912-1926).5 For instance, a 
painter Fumon Satoru (1896-1972) founded Mirai-ha Bijyustu Kyo-kai (Futurist Art 
Association) in 1920 with an artist David Burliuk (1882-1967), a refugee from Russia 
who was familiar with European art movements such as Futurism, Cubism and 
Constructivism." In the same year, Fumon displayed these Western styles of artwork that 
Burliuk collected in Russia, in a Russian Futurism exhibition sponsored by Hoshi 
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Seiyaku (Hoshi pharmaceutical company) in Tokyo.' In 1923 Burliuk and another 
member of the Futurist Art Association, Kinoshita Shuichiro, co-published a book, 
"Mirai-ha towa? - Kotaeru (What is Futurism? -Answered)" which described the details 
of Cubism, Expressionism, Futurism, Suprematism, Constructivism, Dadaism, Orphism, 
Synchromism, and the Scuola Metafisica and thereby contributed to the dispersal of the 
correct definition of these art movements." 
Artists Murayama Tomoyoshi (1901-1977) and Nakahara Minoru (1893-1990) who 
returned from Germany, also introduced Western avant-garde art such as Dadaism, 
Constructivism, and Futurism. In particular, after Murayama returned from Berlin in 
1924, he opened individual exhibitions and showed artworks of composed paper, shreds 
of wood, rags, and ropes on canvases whose structure was influenced by Dadaism and 
Constructivism (figure 32).9 In addition, Murayama planned a Happening-like 
performance, in the event of "Gekijyou no Sanka (Theater of Third Section)" in May 
1925 at the Tsukiji Shou Geikijyou (Tsukiji Small Theater). 10 Onstage, while a child sold 
newspapers, a pink-dressed prostitute suddenly gave birth. Then, a baby who was 
dropped on the ground rose up to heaven. II Murayama's artworks and performance 
showed the germ of a Japanese art style, which used raw materials and theatrical events 
that began to appear after World War II.I2 
However, it was not regarded as the establishment of unique Japanese art. This was 
because Japanese artists just imported Western avant-garde art as a style, and did not 
really recognize the importance of revolting against established systems and art . The 
acceptance and use of Futurism, Dadaism, and Constructivism was superficial. When 
World War II commenced, nobody insisted on continuing their avant-garde movement as 
a rebellion against their social surroundings. 13 
In 1931, Japan invaded China to extend her natural resources and entered World War 
II to thwart the United States and England, who economically and militarily supported 
China. 14 Japan's Westernization improved technology now used for constructing 
battleships and combat planes, because they were eager to be on equal footing with major 
world powers.l ' 
During this war, active importing of Western art and its study were eschewed. 
Japanese artists , who had studied abroad came back to Japan and painted "War Painting" 
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(subjects related to the war) on request of the government. For example, Fujita Tsuguharu 
(1886-1968), who was active as a member of Ecole de PUlis in the 1920s, returned to 
Japan and painted Attsutou Gyokusai (Fight to the Last Man in Attu Island) (1943) (figure 
33).16 
In 1945, Japan was defeated in World War II and reintroducing Western U11 became 
possible. In particular, it was after the commencement of "the U.S.- Japan Security 
Treaty" in 1951 that the Japanese government permitted the American military to stay in 
Japan, the works of Western art were introduced one after another as if a dam had 
broken.17 For example, in March 1951, an exhibition, "Picasso's Pottery and 
Lithographs" was held in Ueno Matsuzakaya by the Bungei Shunjyu Company and 
"Henri Matisse" opened in the Tokyo Metropolitan Art Museum, sponsored by the 
Yomiuri Newspaper Company. In August 1951, an exhibition "Picasso" was shown in 
Tokyo Nihonbashi Takashimaya by the Yomiuri Newspaper Company. Exhibitions of 
"Braque" and "Rouault" were co-planned by the Yomiuri Newspaper Company and the 
Tokyo Metropolitan Art Museum and shown in September 1952 and October 1953. 18 
Two international exhibitions especially afforded an opportunity to foster a Japanese 
style of art. First, in 1951, the third Yomiuri Independant exhibition by the Yomiuri 
Newspaper Company introduced Jackson Pollock's paintings, Number 9 (1951) and 
Numherll(l951), together with the works of other American painters such as Mark 
Tobey, Mark Rothko, and Ad Reinhart and French painters such as Andre Minaux, and 
Andre Marchand. 
Having long admired European paintings, most of Japanese artists and audience 
favored the French paintings in the Salon de Mei and ignored the American paintings in 
Abstract Expressionism.!" However, painter Yoshihara Jiro only sensed the greatness of 
Pollock's painting and admired the beauty of "dripped enamel" paint. 20 Yoshihara was 
sensitive to contemporary Western aJ1 and had already known Pollock's painting through 
ARTnews.21 Yoshihara was aware of the need for a unique Japanese style and had 
ambition for Japanese art to become comparable to Western art without completely 
following Western styles. He published the Japanese art magazine Bokubi (Ink Art) with 
a calligrapher, Morita Shiryu (b.1912) and introduced Japanese action calligraphy such as 
the works of the Zen monk artist, Nantenbo Tojyu (1839-1926) (figure 34) as well as the 
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paintings of Frantz Kline and Jackson Pollock,22 Yoshihara found common aesthetics in 
Japanese and American art by using materials and action together. 
In 1934, Yoshihara met Fujita Tsuguharu and advised, "Do not imitate others.,,2J 
Fujita avoided following other peoples' styles and painted nudes with milk-white color 
and thin lines that the artists in Ecole de Paris did not use?4 Yoshihara heeded Fujita's 
words throughout his lifetime and encouraged other artists around him to "create what 
has never existed before" by using their body and various materials.v' In 1954, Yoshihara 
founded the Gutai group. "Gu" meant materials and "Tai" was body or embodiment in 
Japanese. He declared in its manifesto: 
Gutai Art does not alter the material. Gutai Art imparts life to the material. Gutai 
Art does not distort material. In Gutai Art , the human spirit and the material shake 
hands with each other, but keep their distance ... When the material remains intact 
and exposes its characteristics, it starts telling a story, and even cries out .. .By 
enhancing the spirit , the material is brought to the height of the spirit. 
We highly regard the works of Pollock and Mathieu. Their work reveals the scream 
of the materials itself, cries of the paint and enamel. 26 
They reflected Japanese aesthetics of equating the character of a thing to that of humans, 
and confronting things in their art. 27 
In 1955, a member of Gutai , Shiraga Kazuo (b.1924), combined 10 logs and 
confronted them by chopping with an ax in Ashiya Park (figure 35). He also emerged his 
body in heaps of mud and fought through it (figure 36). Murakami Saburo (b.I925) 
plunged his body through several frames covered with Kraft paper (figure 37). Sakamitsu 
Noboru smeared tar on the ground, Confronting materials in a surrounding is related to 
the idea of theatrical events because of its extraordinary and immediate nature. Their 
artworks used the Japanese tradition of theatrical moments by confronting materials. At 
the same time these works became the forerunner of Happenings, Minimal Art, and Anti­
Form in the U.S. 28 
Another exhibition that prompted the awaking of a Japanese style of art was 
"Exposition Internationale de I'art Actuel," which opened in November 1956 in Tokyo 
Nihonbashi Takashimaya, organized by painter Okamoto Taro with the help of French 
critic Michel Tapie, who promoted the works of Art Informel. In this show, the works of 
Jean Fautrier, Jean Dubuffet, Georges Mathieu, Sam Francis, Jean-Paul Riopelle and 
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others were exhibited. It was first showing for the works of Art Informel on a large scale 
that expressed the radical atmosphere in France after World War II. Hence, Japanese art 
critics and Japanese artists, who only knew the works in Salon de Mai, were influenced 
by the vigorous expressions of Art Inforrnel - the plastered thick pigments and rugged 
surfuces.r" (This sensation was known as "Informel whirlwind.") JO 
Then, this influence directly appeared in the works of amateur Japanese painters. In 
February 1957, in the 9th Yorniuri Independant Exhibition, many new artists used cragged 
surfaces and lines of black enamel pigment in response to Art Informel.J 1 On one hand, 
critic Tokudaiji Kimihide lamented, and warned that Japanese artists mimicked the style 
of Art Informel too soon without thinking. On the other hand, critic Takiguchi Shuzo, 
analyzed that the Informel's expression that directly linked to action became the vent for 
Japanese artists who were looking to release their suppressed expression.Y In the 
following year, the io" Yomiuri Independant Exhibition (1958) included works of 
"spread asphalt or smeared plaster with chaff on canvases and objects, a bunch of 
bamboo on which was hung empty cans and rags, scattered rush-mats or straw ropes, and 
stacked drums on the floor were prorninent.t'" After World War II, Japanese artists 
wanted to express their own suppressed feeling, but could not find suitable styles to 
express it; the style of Informel tapped into their visceral feelings. At first sight these 
expressions of Japanese artists looked like vulgar parodies of Art Informel, but the 
utilized raw materials of straw, rags, and bamboo were basically the same as Gutai's 
usage of materials that reflected the Japanese tradition of respecting the spirits of 
materials. 
Since the Meiji era, Japanese artists did not have enough opportunities to have their 
own style of modem art, Yet, the Gutai group and the new artists in the Yomiuri 
Independant Exhibition found a way to express their feelings and sensibilities by using 
raw materials even though the impetus was given by Western aI1- Abstract Expressionism 
and Art Infonnel. 
Then, Gutai's attitude of sharing their forms with Western art and using unique raw 
materials was passed on to Mono-ha artists, According to Alexandra Monroe " .. .Gutai 
art, namely its approach to the use of materials in their natural state. could also have 
influenced the development of Mono-ha in the 1960s."J4 
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The Origin of Mono-ha and its Artworks. 
Around 1968, much campus activism occurred in European counties and the United 
States. In those days, people suspected the policies of their governments and questioned 
traditional cultural values. The Cold War, the shootings of Martin Luther King, Jr. and 
Robert F Kennedy, the Vietnam War, fear ofCommunism, and other world events were 
direct contributors to the social protest and subsequent change in these societies. At the 
same time, social upheaval was also happening in Japan. In 1968, Japanese students 
protested against American Imperialism and its political interference in Asia, such as the 
presence of a U.S . military base in Okinawa. For instance, Oda Makoto "set up Anti-War 
Teashops on university campuses that sold 'U.S . Imperialist Coca-Cola' and 'U.S. 
Imperialist Juice. ".35 Japanese Art students were not against these movements but created 
a political party, "Bikyoutou" (the Artists Joint Struggle Council) which was against 
Japanese bureaucracy. They distributed flyers that claimed "to destroy modem 
rationalism by dissolving the art power system" in front of the Tokyo Metropolitan Art 
Museum and the National Museum of Modem Art. 36 In January 1969, Tama Art 
University's students barricaded themselves in the school and demanded the dissolution 
of the Board of Trustees, the review of the contents of the art courses, and meetings with 
faculty members. The blockade was broken temporarily but re-barricaded again in April. 
This school struggle between students and faculty members was continued for almost one 
year; consequently, professors had to hold provisional classes outside of the campus. r" 
This suspicion of the established system in art schools and art museums prompted 
Japanese artists and art students to think about what Japanese art should be and what art 
was.
38 Some artists started to doubt the reality of human perception. 
Takamatsu Jiro who was a professor at Tama Art University and one of the members 
of Hi Red Center, challenged human perception through his art. 39 For example, in 
Perspective Dimension-Square (1968) (figure 38), the written grids of a bench and the 
floor were distorted and were seen in an unusual perspective. In Perspective Dimension­
Space No. f (1968)(figure 39), the depicted lines also curved differently than the curve of 
the objects. These artworks violated human visual expectation. Takamatsu's shadow 
picture series, such as Tobira 110 Kage (The Shadows ofthe Door) (1968) (figure 40), 
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gave viewers an illusion that someone was standing in front of the door. This illusion also 
exposed the uncertainty of human sight as well as denying human beings themselves who 
believed that they could manipulate things by their views.4o This suspicion-mode 
challenging human perception was named the style of "Tricks and Vision," the same title 
exhibition as the 1968.41 
Takamatsu thought that sight was decided not only by human eyes (how people 
capture their vision) but also by the condition of things (how things exist).42 In Western 
art , artists valued how human eyes captured vision and defined it. For example, 
Impressionists, such as Claude Monet and Georges Seurat grasped how human eyes 
perceive light and applied this idea to their art . They used colored dots to represent 
variable lights in their paintings. In Cubism, artists found that human eyes usually watch 
objects from various viewpoints, and the angle is not fixed. Pablo Picasso and Georges 
Braque combined various viewpoints and reconstructed the images in their paintings. 
Takamatsu was against Western human-oriented perception. His Nami no Hashira 
(Poles of Wave) (1968) (figure 41) in which one side of the sculpture is a straight shape 
and the other waved, he showed how the shape of a pillar is generally straight whereas 
the same pillar waved if it was reflected on the surface of water. Takamatsu claimed the 
reason for the changeable shape of objects depended on the character of the materials and 
when and where the materials were seen." 
In addition, Takamatsu made the "oneness series" in 1970 such as Concrete no 
Tantai (Oneness ofConcrete) (figure 42) and Ki 110 Tantai (Oneness ofWood) (figure 43). 
He dug out part of the block and returned the fragments to the hole in Oneness of 
Concrete. He also cut the upper part of the wood square like lumber and left the base of 
the wood like a tree to show how it was processed. Takamatsu showed viewers the 
"becoming" of these materials, which was usually not reflected upon. (However, 
unfortunately, when Oneness ofConcrete was exhibited abroad, for instance at the 
Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum, New York City in 1970, it was confused with the 
Non-Site series by Robert Smithson.)" Takamatsu's exploring of materials and 
perception influenced young artists in Japan, particularly the students of Saito Yoshishige 
such as Sekine Nobuo, Suga Kishio and Yoshida Katsuro, (later they were called Mono­
ha) who looked for the possibility of a new style in Tarna Art University, Tokyo." 
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Constructivist Saito Yoshishige directly influenced the emergence of Mono-ha. 
In thel920s, he saw the exhibition about Russian Futurism, planned by David Burliuk 
and was stimulated by the Dadaist / Futurist style. In particular, Saito was influenced by 
the work of Murayama Tomoyoshi and began to compose "lacquer, nylon thread and 
wood" in Kara Kara (originally made in1936 / remade in 1973), and a series of wooden 
colored reliefs such as Toro Wood (in 1938/ remade in1973) (figure 44). His pressuring 
of "real space and materials" in Constructi vism and material usage that was beyond the 
boundary of painting and sculpture influenced his students. 46 
Saito became a professor at Tama Art University in 1964. He traveled to 
European countries in 1960, and the United States in 1965, and took a lot of pictures of 
art from Happenings to Kinetic art and showed them as slides in his lectures. 47 Suga 
Kishio retlected on those days (around 1968), " Saito showed a lot of books about 
Assemblage, Pop Art, and Minimal Art to his students . The images of the pictures have 
remained well in my memory and these used to make me consider various things [for 
creating artworksj.?" Saito also lectured on the ideas of Maurice Merleau-Ponty, Claude 
Levi-Strauss, and Donald Judd.49 Future Mono-ha artists absorbed the Western theories 
and the latest American art scene in New York City in the 1960s through Saito. Besides, 
Saito assigned his students to explore their original styles of art, because if they only 
followed the Western style, their own art would be just an imitation of Western art. 
Koshimizu recalled, "While looking at European art, Saito always seemed to us to 
express an individual stance.,,50 Saito suggested that his students read the Eastern thought 
so that Suga Kishio studied Indian Buddhist philosophy and Sekine Nobuo studied 
Chinese philosophies such as Lao-tzu and Chuang-tse, with other contemporary 
theories." 
Sekine was particularly interested in the idea of Topology - that even though the 
shape of a thing is changed, the quantity is not changed.Y So he dug a big hole and piled 
up excavated soil in a cylindrical shape as in Iso-Daichi (Phase-Mother Earth) 
(1968)(figure 45) in Suma Palace Park, Kobe. He wanted to show that even though the 
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shapes were different, the quantities of excavated soil and the hole were the same. 
According to Minemura Toshiaki, the concept of Sekines work was based on "Tricks 
and Vision.,,54 Sekine Nobuo was an assistant of Takamatsu Jiro in the Venice Biennale 
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in 1968 and would be influenced by Takarnatsu's approach. Sekine's Iso-Daichi (Phase­
Mother Earth) included the trick of seeing because soil is amorphous and inseparable, but 
a hole and cylindrical accumulation of soil looks like two different things. 
And yet, Lee Ufan interpreted Sekine's lso-Daiclii (Phase-Mother Earth) as the 
representation of the law of the universe in Buddhist terms. Lee had thought that things 
always appeared to change from the human point of view, but in the process of 
"becoming," there is no increase or decrease of substance in cosmic tenns.55 (For 
instance, when an animal dies, it appears to vanish from a human perspective. However, 
bacteria in the soil are recycled as nutrition, a plant absorbs them, and a flower blooms. 
The becoming of things is a circle in the universal view.) Sekine's accumulated soils 
(plus) and the hole he dug (minus) represented the idea of becoming with no decrease or 
increase. In addition, Lee felt "the vividness of the world as it is" in Sekines Iso-Daichi 
(Phase-Mother Earth./G Lee explained the concept of the vivid world as it is by quoting 
an anecdote of Sen Rikyu (Tea master, 1522-1591): 
One day, Rikyu ordered his son to clean up a garden of a temple. Fallen leaves from the 
trees were scattered in the garden so that the son swept away all of the leaves. However, 
after cleaning, Rikyu checked the garden and scolded the son "why did you sweep 
them away!" Rikyu hit the trees and leaves dropped again. The fallen leaves of red, 
orange and yellow on the ground were very beautiful." 
Like this story, "the highest level of expression is not creating something from nothing, 
but rather to nudge something which already existed so that the world shows up more 
vividly. An artist's work is shifting the 'as it is' to the 'AS IT IS'." 58 
Sekine's hole can be compared to Rikyu's garden. In "Sekai to Kouzou (World and 
Structure)" (1969) Lee wrote that Sekine actually did not have to dig a big hole. He could 
also show accumulated soil or unexcavated soil 'as it is .' However, it would not make 
any impression on viewers. So, Sekine formed excavated soil as a cylindrical shape and 
arranged it near a big hole to show them 'AS IT IS.,59 Sekine had written in his note that, 
"The world was already created as the world. Why do I have to create more? I can only 
demonstrate unaffected things vividly at best in the natural world." (,0 
According to Chiba Shigeo, Lee's interpretation was the start of Mono-ha, and it can 
be said that Mono-ha was created by Lee Ufan. G1 In 1971, Lee published "Deai wo 
Motomete - Gendai Bijutsu no Shigen" (In Search of Encounter- The Origin of Modern 
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Art) and claimed that art is the device to release the viewers from their usual way of 
seeing and to introduce the viewers to the vivid existence of things.G2 Lee's theory 
became Mono-ha's manifesto.v' 
In 1970, the meeting which was titled "The Opened New World by Mono (things)", 
was planned by Bijyutu Tecliou (a11 magazine) and Sekine Nobuo, Susumu Kosimuzu, 
Suga Kishio, Narita Katuhiko, Yosida Katurou, and Lee Ufan talked about their new 
art. 64 In this meeting, Sekine commented that letting things be 'Things" is important. For 
example, there is a glass but it is usually related to the context of daily life such as its use 
for drinking water or being kept in a cupboard. However, when a viewer recognizes a 
glass as a transparent, cylindrical, hard, but fragile substance, things become "Things." 
When the viewer sees a thing this way, he perceives the existence of the thing directly." 
When the name of "glass", Lee continued, was removed from the glass, the viewer could 
see or feel another world to which he was previously insensitive or which was invisible to 
him. 6G These artists put raw materials such as clay, soil, sand, wood, stone, and iron on 
the floor of galleries or outside ground and tried to show them as "Things" by their 
combinations or arrangements. 
For example, Sekine Nobuo brought 2.6 tons of clay to a gallery in 1969 and started 
to knead, tear off, stretch, and wad the clay. 67 The shapes sometimes became square, 
round, or conical. He moved the mass of clay from here to there, and the parts sometimes 
became two or five-six, or a big heap. Finally, when Sekines entire body was covered 
with clay and his sweat, and his eye lost its focal point like a madman, he stopped the 
action. On the floor, there were three big piles of clay and one chunk that was the size of 
a cow's head .us He called it Kuusou-Yudo (Phase ofNothingness-Gilclay) (figure 46). 
According to Lee, after Sekine's arrangement, clear space seemed to appear in the gallery. 
The space resulted neither from the cleanness of the gallery nor the clay itself, as if 
Sekine neatened up not only the clay but also the space around it.69 Sekine succeeded in 
showing "clay" vividly by emphasizing its characteristics without imposing any other 
images. Sekine stated that he wanted to release clay from the role of a tool for 
representing something. To leave clay in its natural state is the action of demonstrating 
the existence of clay's self.7oThis "no making" (no nails, no hammering, and no cutting) 
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was a kind of resistance to Western art, which manipulated things' original image to 
. . 71Impose a new Image. 
Koshimizu Susumu connected with Saito Yoshishige at Tama Art University. i'' In 
the beginning, Koshimizu appeared to be influenced by Minimal Art and made a Sol 
Lewitt-like sculpture in 1968 (figure 47).73 In 1969, he helped Sekine to make Iso-Daiclii 
(Phase-Mother Earth) and was impressed that "a new art is now starting.t'" Sekines 
vivid usage of materials and Lee Ufans theory influenced Koshimizu.75 He started to use 
raw materials without imposing any image on them. For example, he combined various 
types of paper such as curved, rumpled, squared and bag-shaped paper with rocks (figure 
48). The characteristics of heavy rigid rocks and light changeable papers highlighted each 
other. In 1970, Koshimizu split a huge rock into two (figure 49), much as Sekine fought 
with 2.6 tons of clay. According to Okada Kiyoshi's explanation, Koshimizu felt a certain 
realization and presence when he was splitting the rock. Afterwards, however, he 
considered the meaning of human action. " To humans, the actions of each moment seem 
important, but in fact, they are merely repetitious acts like writing letters on an endless 
sheet of paper. Man thinks and acts each moment, but the accumulation of his deeds does 
not change the essence of the world. Yet human beings can only go on thinking and 
acting over and over until they die." 76 Koshimizu realized that human beings confirm 
their lives by doing something. In 1971, he carved some simple geometric patterns on the 
surface of wooden boards (figure 50). For him, these marks were the trace of his action 
and his life. These artworks can also be compared to Lee Ufari's Kizami yori (From Nick) 
(1972) (figure 51) that left the trace of repeated action on wooden boards. Compared to 
American Minimal Artists who erased marks on the surface of the objects, Mono-ha 
artists tried to leave the trace of action on the surface of things as evidence of their lives. 
Yoshida Katsuro was one of the students of Saito's class and also helped to make 
Sekines lso-Daichi (Phase-Mother Earth.)77 At first Yoshida had made "tricky" styled 
artworks such as Cut J (1968) (figure 52). A desk cut in two provoked viewers into 
deciding whether it still could be called a desk or just chunks of wood. After helping 
Sekine, Yoshida seemed to be touched by Lee's theory . Yoshida commented "I want to 
come into contact with the unadorned. They [things] have to be open, that is, true to 
reality and yet indicate or convey what exists beyond the ordinary." 7R In 1969, Yoshida 
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made a cut-off series. "Cut off "meant to separate things from ordinary contexts of daily 
life and to express the bare condition of things. 7 !) lust as Lee Ufan combined cotton and 
iron, Yoshida combined cotton with an iron pipe (figure 53). The unusual combination 
caused a fresh way of seeing materials Then, his interest moved from showing things 
themselves to showing situations or states of things. so In CIIf-o/t"8 (1969) (figure 54), 
Yoshida coiled the cord of lamp around a timber and implied the invisible route of 
electricity. In Red, Wire Rope, Wall and Etc. (1971) (figure 55), he painted a stripe of red 
zigzags on three walls of a gallery. In front of the painted areas, he placed three taut ropes. 
Yoshida made visible the spaces around the painted walls by using the ropes. The stroke 
of painting represented "action" itself. Yoshida's Red, Wire Rope, Wall and Etc. did not 
have any meaning and showed only "space" and "action" through these materials without 
imposing other images. 
Narita Katsuhiko was an assistant of Takamatsu liro. HI In Untitled (1969), Narita 
wrapped iron plates around a wall and also made viewers aware of the wall in the gallery 
to which people usually do not pay attention. (Only curators, art historians, artists, and 
collectors focus on the gallery of walls.) Then, he burned wood and called it Sumi 
(Charcoal) in 1969-70 (figure 56) Narita avoided the action of "making" (cutting, nailing, 
and hammering) and shifted the state of wood from the "as it is" to the "AS IT IS" by 
burning. Through the process of carbonization, Narita showed wood's burnable character 
and "becorni ng." 
In 1969, Suga Kishio piled up paraffin sheets vertically and combined them in 
parallel stacks (figure 57). Suga showed the meltable character of paraffin as well as the 
state of paraffin. "The connected [paraffin] sheets form a L-shaped corner, thus unfolding 
a development from two-dimensional to three-dimensional realms. Moreover, a solid 
mass or plane surface appears , depending on whether paraffin sheets arc joined at their 
ends or on their surfaces.T:' Just as Yoshida wanted to show "space" and "action" in Red, 
Wire Rope, Wall and Etc., Suga wanted to show the state of "pi led" and "j ux tapased" 
paraffin sheets through the relationship between them. 
In the beginning of 1970, these artists began to be called "Mono-ha" by Japanese art 
critics such as Toshiaki Minemura and other artists because their artworks seemed to be 
only things themselves.v' Later, other artists such as Enokura Kouji, Takayama Noboru, 
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and Haraguchi Noriyuki were categorized as Mono-ha in more broadly defined , because 
they also explored the sub stance of things by using raw materials in their art. 84 Around 
1972, each Mono-ha arti st started to go in different directions. For example, Lee Ufan re­
started his paintings, which used dots and line s, and Sekine Nobuo returned to his 
" tricky" style, and Mono-ha dis solved naturally. However, even though their movement 
was short (from 1968 to the early 1970s), their theory "profoundly influenced the course 
of contemporary Japanese art in the subsequent decades."s5This could be bec ause Mono­
ha was against the Western way of seeing or treating objects, and established a unique 
language through things or situations; it was seen as a splendid achievement by other 
Japanese arti sts who had looked for their own styles for a long time. 
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Chapter3. Establishing a Japanese Style of Art in Mono-ha: Considering the 
Influence of American Abstract Expressionism, Minimal Art and Earth Art 
In this chapter, I will explain the details of Lee Ufans and Suga Kishios artwork 
as examples of Mono-ha art. Other Mono-ha artists such as Sekine Nobuo, Koshimizu 
Susumu, Yoshida Katsuro and Narita Katsuhiko did not declare their own theories and 
changed their style from Mono-ha in the early 1970s.1 Compared to them, Lee was aware 
of a lack of Japanese style of art and was against Western modern culture in his theory. 2 
Lee was Mono-na's leader and continued to produce sculptures in Mono-ha style during 
the 1980s although he resumed painting after 1973.3 Suga Kishio developed his own 
theory, which was based on Indian philosophy and Mahayana Buddhism and continued 
work in the Mono-ha style from 1969 to the present ." Suga attempted to express negative 
spaces and invisible spaces (which people are not usually aware of) as peculiar to the 
Japanese sensibility.' In the beginning their art was influenced by American styles such 
as Abstract Expressionism, Minimalism and Earth Art. 6 Yet at the same time, they 
focused on the traditional Japanese way of treating materials and space and created their 
original styles by emphasizing them. 
3-1 Lee Ufan's Art (the Originator of Mono-ha Art) 
Some of Lee Ufan's works are similar to Minimal and Post Minimal works. For 
example, Relatum (A Located Place) 1I1, Changed Title Relatum (1970) (figure 58) by 
Lee is similar to Untitled (1965) (figure 59) by Donald Judd and Untitled (knots) (1963) 
(figure 60) by Robert Morris. System, Changed Title Relatem (1969) (figure 61) by Lee is 
also formally similar to One Ton Prop (House of Cards) (1969) (figure 62) by Richard 
Serra. 
Lee's artwork might appear to be an imitation of Western art, but although Lee 
was influenced by Minimal Art he did not just imitate it. 7 There were some reasons that 
these similarities occurred, one being the influence of Abstract Expressionism, Minimal 
Art, and Earth Art, which has already been noted. 
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According to Lee, during his childhood in Korea, he learned painting, calligraphy, 
and poetry from Hwang Kyun Yong who was a man of letters and a friend of Lee's 
grandfather." Yong taught him that dots and lines contained energy and that it was equal 
to the energy of the universe; the universe began as dots and would return to a dot. 
Assembled dots become a line and many lines become a river, mountain, and human 
being in drawing." When Lee was 20 years old (1956), he moved to Japan and started to 
paint in the style that he learned in his childhood. However, he realized that continuing to 
paint traditional landscapes of Korea was difficult in Japan because the surroundings that 
were the motif of the paintings were different. He questioned what subject he should 
paint. However, Abstract Expressionism and Art Informelled to Lee's realization that 
dots and lines were enough to be the subjects of paintings without representing any 
. 10Image. 
Nakahara Yusuke interviewed Lee and asked, "Did the influence of Art Informel 
lead your art to use dots and lines? Or did your childhood experiences lead you to do so?" 
Lee replied, "I was influenced by these Western arts. Yet, 1 could accept the theory and 
style as a sense without resistance. It can be said my sensibility, which developed during 
my childhood, found the opportunity to express itself through Art Informel and Abstract 
Expressionism."!' Lee's sensibility as an Asian found what he could share with those 
styles. Lee made abstract paintings such as From Layer (1963)(figure 63) in the early 
1960s.1 2 Gradually Lee's abstract paintings developed into simple objects. Lee made 
holes on a paper instead of dots or a scratched a wooden board instead of drawing lines 
on a paper. Yet, art critics dismissed Lee's artworks as still being two-dimensional and 
picturesque. 13 Therefore, Lee referred to Minimalist A11, which focused on using actual 
space beyond the medium of painting and sculpture. Lee said: 
In those days, my works such as scratched boards and open holes on paper 
were not accepted well by Japanese critics. So 1 lost confidence and thought 
how 1 can make strong artworks. 1 started to re-focus on the relationship 
between things and human sight in a place. When 1 was thinking of how to 
show more open space, I found out about Minimal Art and Earthworks though 
various channels of information, and these encouraged me to make three­
dimensional artworks. 14 
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So at first Lee's art was influenced by Abstract Expressionism, Minimal Art and 
Earth Art, hence his Mono-ha had affinity with these American arts. 
Another point of affinity was Lee's having learned Eastern philosophies of Lao­
tse and others in Korea and having studied the ideas of a Japanese philosopher, Nishida 
Kitaro and Western philosophies of Heidegger, Nietzsche, and Merleuu-Ponty in Japan 
University in 1961. 15 Particularly, Lee's art owed Nishida's theory of "place" which was 
based on Western phenomenology and Zen Buddhism. 16 Lee's background was also 
similar to American artists such as Carl Andre, Robert Monis and Richard Serra who 
were inspired by Eastern philosophy and Western phenomenology and who expressed 
their ideas in their art. 17 
After Lee came to Japan, his hardship continued for a while. For example, he 
studied Japanese and German for reading philosophical texts in Japan University but he 
had difficulty learning those languages and gave up on the idea of enrolling in the master 
course. IS He worked at a construction site but his physical strength did not allow him to 
continue heavy tasks for long. (Lee was not like Richard Serra and Robert Smithson 
whose artworks are very macho.) His coworkers had pity on Lee, and said, "You don't 
have to excavate ground. Just watch over our lunch boxes to protect them from wild 
dogs." Lee flung a shovel on the ground because of feeling frustrated.l" 
In 1963, Lee was part of the political movement for the unification of South and 
North Korea but quit a few years later because he felt that his character was more that of 
a concerned artist than a political activist. Lee became withdrawn .r" From there, he 
realized how he could emerge from his hardship . 
Lee reflected on those years in Kigen Mota lia Mono-ha 110 Koto (Origin or the Matter of 
Mono-hate 1995): 
In those days, I had to rethink the political movements for unity of North Korea with 
South Korea and rebellion against the Korean government. . . I felt the effect [of 
political movement] became complicated and sporadic. During this time, I relied on 
my knowledge of phenomenology, which I had acquired at a university, to think 
about ways to get out of "totality", to focus on horizontal [natural I relationship rather 
than vertical historical relationship, and to focus on the idea of a paradoxical "p lace" 
where one bound his own subjectivity but he can reflect himself objectively [like a 
mirror.] 
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My interest moved from human beings to things. Literature of cultural 
anthropology and structuralism prompted me to make artworks that focused on the 
gap between human concepts and things. I concentrated to make them for escaping 
from the discordant social situation. Yet, the opportunities to show these artworks 
were few. Nowadays one might not believe my hardship in those days that my 
artworks were rejected, because I was of a different nationality. 21 
To escape historical and racial boundaries, Lee applied the idea of Merleau Pontys 
phenomenology, which was based on human perceptions of their bodies and the 
surroundings.i" Just as Michael Fried observed that "literalist art (Minimal Art) has 
amounted to something more than an episode in the history of taste. It belongs rather to 
the history -almost the natural history- of sensibility," human perception is universal and 
not dependent on the perceiver's race. 23 In addition, literal materials such as stones, 
wood, and sand were relatively free from suggesting political, racial, and historical 
images to the viewers. Lee regarded his artwork as a device to connect the outside world 
(materials) with the inner world (consciousness) and his creative action was expressed in 
his work through the medium of the physical body." 
In Relatum (figure 64), Lee threw a rock at a mirror and put the rock on the broken 
minor. Through the physical action of throwing a heavy rock, Lee strongly sensed the 
outside world (material itself) and himself, just as Pollock's Action painting had led to 
the realization of art and the painter's life in the moment of confronting canvases and 
pigments. Besides, the cracked minor surpassed Lee's intention because Lee could not 
control how the mirror cracked. By using uncontrolled physical action, Lee avoided 
having his intention control the objects. David J. Clarke observed that as an archetypal 
Western view, man displays his control over materials.f The Eastern view is 'The artist 
is required to trust in the correctness of the universal processes and the work appears to 
'create itself' without the intervention of his conscious will.,,26 
Lee was also inspired by Nishida Kitaros phenomenology.Y Nishida denied 
Kantian philosophy, which states that one cannot transcend the boundary between a 
subject (a viewer) and an object (that which is seen). He believed that when one 
recognized the relativity between himself and other things, he would be able to transcend 
the opposition of subject and object." For example, people can say that something is the 
color red (this is subjective recognition). However, people also can say that red is what is 
not green, not blue, and not orange (this is objective recognition). When people think of 
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other colors, red is reduced to "one of the colors."z9 (This is a reali zation that one is a part 
of all). This method can be applied to actual human relationships. For example, a man 
loves a married woman. He suffers from his desire because he wants to monopolize her 
but she is already somebody' s wife. If he recogni zes that the woman was originally 
someone 's daughter and a mother before he loved her, he would realize that to 
monopolize her was impossible. If he thought of her other relationships , he could release 
himself from the fixed perspecti ve." Just as in this story, his consciousness was 
prompted by reflecting upon the relationships between himsel f and others through the 
woman. Nishida called the comparable elements, such as color and people as "Kankei no 
Kou (Relatum / Relative items).,,31 He thought that there was a (third) "place" to reflect 
the subjective world and objective world together like a mirror.v' In this "place," one can 
reflect himself objectively and can perceive himself (subject) and others (object) without 
boundary. 33 [The moment of assimilated subject and object was called "Satori" 
(realization) in the terminology of Zen Buddhism.] 34 
Lee Ufan seemed to express Nishida's idea of "place" in his art. For example, in 
Place and Location I, II (1970) (figure 65), a circle can be interpreted as "I" (subject) and 
the background as "others" (object). Without the background, the circle cannot be 
recognized and also without the paper (place) the background cannot be recognized. Thus, 
the concept of "place" in which the circle and its background are located together was 
expressed. In A Located Place I, Changed Titl e Relatuin (1970) (figure 66) and A Located 
Place II, Changed Title Relatum (1970) , iron plates and wood were set between walls and 
floors in a gallery. The objects would encourage the viewers to be aware of a place 
(space) where the objects were located. In A Located Place III, changed title Relatutn 
(1970) (figure 58), Lee tied pieces of wood with a pillar. Usually timbers were located on 
floors but were not located at pillars so that this arrangement suggested the sense of 
"location" (place) to the viewer more strongly than A Located Place I and II. This novel 
arrangement was similar to Donald Judd 's Untitled series in which several metal boxes 
were located on the walls of galleries and Robert Morris' Cloud (1962) (figure 67) in 
which a gray box-type object was hung from the ceiling of a gallery. Even though, 
Located Place series (I-III) formally owed a debt to Minimal Art, the basic idea of 
"place'{where the viewers and the objects are located together) was inspired by Nishida's 
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theory. 35 Lee stated, "To make myself work as part of the world seems the best way to 
get access to a direct experience of myself as a complete whole. In that sense I might 
describe myself as a positional minimalist." 36 
While Lee applied the setting of Minimal work to his artwork with Nishida's 
theory, he criticized Western modern society on the basis that people imposed images or 
utilitarian roles on things due to the influence of Martin Heidegger's philosophy. 37 
In Time and Existence (1927), Heidegger observed that Western philosophy (from 
medieval ontology to Descartes's ontology) had developed from the concept of existence 
as <existence= presence =material>. He stated, "The res cogitans (man as the concept of 
a thinking being) is ontologically determined as ens (a thing), and for medieval ontology 
the meaning of the being of ens in the understanding of it as ens creation (a created 
thing).,,3s In short, all things in nature existed as that which was to be made or had 
already been created. Nature was regarded as material for making something. This 
thought became the basic idea of modern European culture that uses nature for science 
and technology for their utilitarian purposes.j" The belief that human being can process 
nature prompted a view that man is the center of the universe. Heidegger attempted to 
break the dead-end of modern society by using the philosophical inversion of <existence 
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= becommg>. 
Lee developed Heidegger's idea in his theory and wrote in "Deai IVO Motomete 
(In Search ofEncounter) " in 1971, 
In Modern society, the eyes have become slaves of recognition and people arc stuck 
seeing only the surface of things for their mundane uses. Therefore, the biggest issue 
of today is how to transcend conventional thinking about objects and how objects are 
released from their typical uses. Make clear what things should be and make visible 
the natural surrounding of things; this is the way of defining the existence of things 
within nothing." 
Instead of imposing some images or roles on things (Western way of seeing), Lee 
recommended seeing things plainly with their "becoming" (Eastern way of seeing). 
According to Lao-tse's thought, when one saw stone and wood as only stone and wood, 
he did not see the true nature of stone and wood. Stone was produced from earth (lava) 
and carried by rivers and wood was a tree, which grew by sunshine, air, and water. 
Behind their appearance, their history of becoming was hidden . Their life circles are 
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Appendix A. The Influence of' Zen Buddhism on Abstract Expressionism. 
After World War II, the tragedy of war and the creation of the atomic bomb 
caused desolation to not only Japanese artists, but also to American artists , Robert 
Motherwell wrote to William Baziotes "The future in America is hopeless." I Adolph 
Gottlieb stated, "The situation was so bad that I now felt free to try anything. :" The 
horrors of Hiroshima affected them directly and "finding visual realism was too literal to 
communicate their sense of horror and the sublime. New York's abstract expressionists 
resorted to radically nonrepresentational images .":' Abstract Expressionists such as 
Robert Motherwell, William Baziotes, and Reinhardt were influenced by Surrealism and 
depict the subjects of the inside mind and the unconscious. The thought of Zen is also "a 
strong advocate of individualism. Nothing is real except that which concerns the working 
of our own minds .?" Surrealism and Zen shared "a non-rational basis, bizarre 
juxtapositions of images, practice with the aim of producing a mental transformation ."s 
In the 1939, the Nazi-Soviet non-aggression pact was signed, and the connection 
between art and political movement was made explicit. "As self-declared critics of 
Nazism and Stalinism, the federation leaders defended artistic freedom against political 
extremism.l'" The antipathy to "authoritarian" and "intellectual" radicalism in lefti sts 
would lead Abstract Expressionists to study Zen philosophy, which used a direct, simple 
and "uri-intellectual" approach . 7 
Around 1948, John Cage in "Lecture on Nothing" introduced Zen philosophy at 
Studio 35 and "Lecture on Something" at the Eight Street Club.s In the late 1940s, New 
York 's artists such as lbram Las saw, Franz Kline, William Baziotes, David Hare, Robert 
Motherwell, and Mark Rothko gathered and began Friday night lectures at 39 East s" 
Street and 35 East s" Street (Studio 35). 
Zen philosophy was well accepted by the members of the artists club, John Ferren (a 
member of the artist club) recalls the lecture "Everyone was interested in Zen in the 
forties and early fifties. It ran around the artist's circles a great deal because it had an 
element of spontaneity in it and was anti-intellectual and that was part of the temper of 
the tirne.?" James Brooks (another member of the artists club) also recalled: 
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Zen came in pretty strong to the club and a good many members were receptive 
to it because it emphasized the pure confrontation of things, rather than 
intellectualization . .. There was a deep felt need to confront things in a purer way, 
without bias, or as innocently as could be done ... Zen did take quite a hold, or 
rather we had great many talks about it. A great many people were interested in 
it ... I think it affected us all. IO 
Cage's lecture played an important role in spreading Zen ideas. David Clarke 
described the powerful influence of Cage on other artists: 
Cage was acquainted with a great many artists, and personal contact must 
have been an important means whereby his Zen-based aesthetic received an 
airing. Cage has a reputation for intellectual generosity. Among artists that 
Cage knew personally are Tobey, Graves, Kline, Motherwell, Reinhardt, 
Newman, Lippold, Guston, Rauchenberg. Johns and Twombly. Classes Cage 
held at the New School for Social Research were attended by several 
younger artists, including George Brecht, Dick Higgins and Allan Kaprow. 
Jim Dine, George Segal and LaITy Poons were occasionally present." 
From May to June of 1951, "Ninth Street Exhibition of Paintings and Sculpture" was 
opened by Leo Castelli and other artist club members. The artworks of William de 
Kooning, Jackson Pollock, Franz Klein, Walker Tomlin, Hans Hofmam, David Smith and 
others (nearly 60 artists) were displayed at galleries. Later the critic Harold Rosenberg 
described the impression of the show in his article 'The American Action Painting" 
(1952) in ArtNews: 
At a certain moment the canvas began to appear to one American painter after 
another as an arena. What was to go on the canvas was not a picture but an event. 
The act-painting is of the same metaphysical substance as the artist's existence. 
The new paintings have broken down every distinction between art and life. 12 
Through the direct encounter with their materials (in this case canvas), the artist could 
realize the moment of their life through art. This realization was basically the same as the 
idea of Zen that purposed to combine art and life. 13 Abstract Expressionist painters shared 
the aesthetics of Zen Buddhism. 
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Figure 1. Carl Andre, Equivalent 1-HIl, 1966, 120 firebricks each 
(two layers of 60 bricks in four patterns of arrangement : 3><20, 4x15, 5x12 and 6><10), 
Installed Tibor de Nagy Gallery, New York 
Figure 2. Carl Andre , 8 cuts, 1967, Con crete capstone blocks, 1472 units, 5x20 x41cm 
(2 x 8x I6") each, 5x935 x1300cm (2 )<368 x512'') overall, 
Installed Dwan Gallery, Los Angeles 
Figure 3. Ryoan-ji (temple), Zen garden, approx.25x10m (821 /5 ~<32 4/5'),1797, Kyoto 
Figure 4.Carl Andre, Herm, 1960, 
Western red cedar, 
91.S :<30.5 ~<30.5cm (36)12 /12'') , 
Collection, Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum, 
New York, (destroyed and remade 1976) 
- -
Figure 6. Carl Andre , Last L adde r, 1959, 
Wood, 214x 15x1Scm (84 x6 x6"), 
Coll ection, Tate Gallery, London 
Figure 5. Carl Andre, Pyre, proposed New York, 1960,
 
made Minneapolis, 1971, Wood,
 
8unit s each, 30.5 · ·~30 .5 x91.Scm (12 .~ 12;<36")
 
Overall, 122 <91.5 91.Scm (48 x36 ~<36")
 
Figure 7. Carl Andre, Lever, 1966, 137 firebricks,
 
10.16 :<914.4 / 10.16cm( 4" x30 ' ;':4" ),
 
Collection, National Gallery of Canada, Ottawa
 
Figure 8. Carl Andre, Spill, 1966, Plastic, canvas bag 
Figure 1O.Robert Morris, Box with the Sounds ofits Own lvl akiYlfl 
1961, Wood, approx. 23 ~<23 : ':23cm (9 :<9:<9"), 
Collection, Mr. and Mrs. Bagley Wright 
Figure 9. Nam June Paik, Performing La lvl onte Young 's 
Composition 1960 no.10 to Bob Morris (Zen for Head), 
1962, Fluxus International Festival of New Music, 
Stadtisches Museum, Wiesbaden 
Figure 11. Robert Morris, Column, 1961, Painted plywood, 
244 ;<61 '<61cm (96/24x24") (reconstructed) 
Figure 12. Robert Morris, Untitled (L-Beams), 1965 to 67,
 
Fiberglass, 244>c244'<61cm (96 )'96 :,24'') each,
 
Installed Stedelijk Van Abbemuseum, Eindhoven, 1968
 
Figure 1O.Robert Morris, Box with the Sounds of its Own AI aking 
196 L Wood, approx. 23 Y:23 x23cm (9 )~9 ;<9 '') , 
Collection, Mr. and Mrs. Bagley Wright 
Figure 9. Nam June Paik, Performing La Monte Young's 
Composition 1960 no.10 to Bob Morns (Zen for Head) , 
1962, Fluxus International Festi val of New Music, 
Stadtische s Museum, Wiesbaden 
Figure 11. Robert Morris, Column, 1961, Painted plywood, 
244 x61 x61cm (96 x24 ><24") (reconstructed) 
Figure 12. Robert Morris, Untitled (L-B eams), 1965 to 67,
 
Fiberglass, 244 :<244 <6 1cm (96 :<96-24") each,
 
Install ed Sted el ijk Van Abbemuseum, Eindhoven, 1968
 
Figure 14. Robert Morris, Untitled. 1968/9,Figure 13. Robert Morris, Felt Piece, 1967-68,
 
Felt, copper, rubber, zinc, nickel, aluminum, corten Felt, indeterminate size 
and stainless steel, 200 pieces, indeterminate size 
Figure 15. Robert Morris, Untitled, 1968,
 
Cotton waste and mirrors, indeterminate size
 
Figure 17. Richard Serra, Belts, 1966-67,
 
Figure 16. Richard Serra, Inverted Bucket, 1967,
 Vulcanized rubber and neon tubing, 
Rubber and fiberglass, approx. 914x 30.48cm 7.78x60.96 50.8cm (7 x24 x20"), (36), 12"), (destroyed) Collection Giuseppe Panza di Biumo, Varese, Italy 
Figure 18. Richard Serra., Figure 19. Richard Serra Splashing, 1968, Lead, 
Tearing Leadfrom I :00 to 1:4 7, 45 .72 /66.04cm (18 ",26"), 
1968, Lead,. 304 .8 ~<304.8cm (10 /10'), Installed Castelli Warehouse, New York., 
Konrad Fischer Gallery, Dusseldorf (destroyed) 
Figure 20. Richard Serra, Casting, 1969, Lead, 
10.16 <63.5 x457.2cm (4 <25" x15 '), 
Installed Whitney Museum of American Art, 
New York., (destroyed) 
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Figure 22. Richard Serra, Shift, 1970-72, Concrete. six section , Figure 21. Richard Serra., 
152.4"<2743 .2:'20.32cm (60"><90' :<8" ), 152.4<7315.2x20.32cm To Encircle Base Plate Hexagram. (60":'240' .< 8"), 152.4>:4572 <20.32cm (60"< 150' ;. 8"),Right Angles Inverted, 1970, Steel, 152.4 <3657.6 x20.32cm (60"x120' <8"), 152.4<3200.4 ><20.32cm 
rim 12.7;<25.4cm (5 >< 10" ), (60":<105'><8"), and 152.4 v 3352. 8-.20.32cm (60" x110' ·<8"), 
diameter 304.8cm (10'), Overall 24841.2cm (815 '), Installed King City, Ontario Canada, 
Installed Tama University of Fine Art , Tokyo Collection Roger Davidson, Toronto 
Figure 23 .Tony Smith, Moondog, 1964, Painted aluminum, 
521.3 x4 14 .7 >A78.8cm (11' 1W ' x 13 ' 7Y4 ><15'8>'z"),
 
Collection.Benesse Corporation, Tokyo
 
Figure 24. Robert Smithson, The Great Pipe Monument, The Fountain Monument: Side View,
 
1967, Instarnatic snapshot, 1967, Instarnatic snapshot,
 
Courtesy Estate of Robert Smithson Courtesy Estate of Robert Smithson
 
Aerial photographs, Figure 25. Robert Smithson, A Non-site, Franklin, New Jersey, 1/3 smaller than the Non-site, 1968, wood and limestone, overall, 41.9 :, 208 .3 < 279.4cm ­
photograph courtesy John Weber Gallery (16 Yzx82 x110"), Collection.Museum of Contemporary Art, Chicago, 
photograph courtesy Estate of Robert Smithson 
Figure 27. Robert Smithson, Glue Pour, 1969 , Figure 26. Robert Smithson, Asphalt Rundown, 1969, 
Glue. Vancouver, Brit ish Columbia (destroyed) Asphalt, Rome, Italy 
Figure 28. Robert Smithson, Spiral Jetty , 1970,
 
Mud , precipitated salt crystals, rocks, and water,
 
Coil 45720 em (1500 ') long and 457.2 em (15') wid e,
 
Rozel point, Great Salt Lake , Utah
 
Figure 29. Robert Smithson, Amarillo Ramp, 1973, 
Texas, Collecti on Stanley Marsh 
Figure 30. Kuroda Seiki, Fujin-zu tChu-bou) 
(Portrait ofa Women in the Kitchen) , 1892, Figure 31. Yorozu Tetsugoro, Ratai Bijin (Naked Beautys, 
Oil on canvas, 179.6 :<144.3cm (70 7/10 >; 56 4/5"), 1912, Oil on canvas , 162 x97cm (63 9/7 38 1/6"'),
Collection, Tokyo National Univers ity Collection, the National Museum of Modem Art, Tokyo 
of Fine Arts and Music 
Figure 32 . Murayama Tornoyoshi, Construction, 
1925, Oil and assemblage on board, 
84.5 :<120.5cm (33 1/4 ;<473/8"), Collection,
 
The National Museum of Modem Art , Tokyo
 
Figure 33. Fujita Tsuguharu, Attsutou Gyokusai
 
(Fight to the Last Man in Attu Island),
 
1943, Oil on canvas, 193.5 :<259.5cm (76, 1/6 ;< 102 1/6")
 
Collection, the National Museum of Modern Art, Tokyo
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.. Figure 35. Shiraga Kazuo, Challenge Red Log, 1955, 
... performance for the "Experimental Outdoor Exhibition ofj Modem Art to Challenge the Mid-Summer Sun," Ashiya 
Figure 34. Nantenbo TOj)'11, Nanten Staff, 
Ink on paper, 149.2 x47.3cm (583;4;-: 18 SIS"), 
Private Collection, Barrington, Illinois, 
Photo courtesy Steven Addiss 
Figure 36. Shiraga Kazuo, Doroni Idomu 
(Challenging i\tfud), 1955, performance 
for the "1 st Gutai Art Exhibition," 
Ohara Kaikan hall, Tokyo 
Figure 37. Murakami Saburo, 
Isshun ni shite Rokko no Ana wo Akeru 
(One A/foment Opening Six Holes), 
performance for the " 1st Gutai Art Exhibition," 
Ohara Kaikan hall, Tokyo 
Figure 38.Takamatsu Jiro, 
Perspective Dimension-Square,1968, 
Lacquer on wood, 11O x525 x370cm, 
(437110 x 206 7110 >< 145 7/10")(deslroyed) 
Figure 40. Takamatsu Jiro , Tobira no Kage, 
(The Shadows ofthe Door), 1968, 
Lacquer on wood and metal, 180x360 :<l Ocrn 
(70 7/8 x141 3/4 :<39110"), 
Collection, the Tokyo Metropolitan Art Museum 
Figure 39. Takarnatsu Jiro, 
Perspec tive Dimension-Space No.1, 1968, 
Lacquer on wood 
Figure 41. Takamatsu Jiro, 
Namino Hashira (Pole ofWavei, 1%8, 
Lacquer on wood,
 
180xI4":I4cm (70 6/7 x5 Yz ' 5 V2"),
 
photographed with thre e directions
 
Collection, the National Museum of Art, Osaka
 
Figure 42. Takamatsu Jiro, Figure 43. Takarnatsu Jiro, 
Concrete no Tanatai (Oneness of Concrete ), 1970, Ki no Tantai (Oneness o[Wood ), 1%9-70, 
Concrete, 7 :<40x40cm (6 7110 ;{15% x 15%") , Wood, 132 ·{35 <35cm, (52 " lYI'4 x 13-'/4") 
Collection of the artist Collection of the arti st 
Figure 44. Saito Yoshishige, Taro Wood. 1938,
 
Casein and oil on wooden board,
 
120;<100cm (471/4 x39 3/8") CdestyOy~J ~n4 n=1Y'Ade.l'f'l3)
 
Figure 45. Sekine Nobuo, lso-Daichi 
(Phase-Mother Earth), 1968, 
high 270cm (l06 3/10"), depth 270cm(l06 3/10"),
 
diameter 220cm(86 3/5")
 
a site specific, created for "the Biennale of Kobe
 
at Suma Detached Palace Garden:
 
Contemporary Sculpture Exhibition", Kobe
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Figure 46. Sekine Nobuo, Kuusou - Yudo 
(Phase ofNothingness-Oilclay), 1969, 
Oil clay, dimensions variable,
 
Collection of the artist,
 
Photo courtesy Environment Art Studio, Inc., Tokyo
 
Figure 47. Koshimizu Susumu, vVaku (Frames), 
1968, lacquer (red and white) on plywood, 
50>~50x50cm (19 2/3X19 2/3><19 2/3") 
each (destroyed) 
Figure 50. Koshimizu Susumu, 
Hyoumen kara Hyoumen e 
(From Surface to Surface), 1971, 
14 planks of wood, 
300 x30 x6cm (118 119 / 11 4/5 ~<2 3/8") each, 
Installed Kamakura Gallery Tokyo 
Figure 48. Koshimizu Susumu, 
Kami 2, kaidai Kami (PaperZ, changed title Paper), 
1969, Paper and stone,
 
paper, 50 ~<250 x250cm(19 2/3 ~< 9 8 3/7 x98 3/7"),
 
stone, 50 x 150 ;<150cm (19 2/y 59 x59") (destroyed)
 
Figure 49. Koshimizu Susumu,
 
70 Nen 8 Gatsu Ishiwo Waru (Split Stone in August 1970),
 
1970, 100 ;<250x 120cm (39 3/8 x98 317 X 47 114"),
 
at the engineering department in Housei University
 
Figure 51. Lee Ufan, Kizami yori , (From Nick ), 1972, 
Wood, 40 x56cm (15 'i:l ;< 22") 
Figure 52. Yoshida Katsuro, Cutl , 1%8,
 
Wooden desk, lacquer, mirror, and polyvinyl chloride.
 
80 ,<100:··70cm (31 Vzx 39 3/8 x27 5/9") (destroyed)
 
Figure 54. Yoshida Katsuro, Cut-off'S, 1969,
 
Wood, cord and lamp,
 
10 >~ 10;<lOcm(3 9/lO x3 9110 '~3 9110''). cord 30m (98 4/9'),
 
Col1 ection, the Takarnatsu City Museum
 
Figure 53. Yoshida Katsuro, Cut-off, 1969,
 
Iron pipe and cotton.
 
diameter 40cm (15 %") x420cm (165 1/3"), (destroyed)
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Figure 55. Yoshida Katsuro, Aka, Wire Rop e, Kabe nado
 
(Red, Wire 'Kope. Wall and Etc.), 1971,
 
Acrylic pigments. wire rope, and wall,
 
Installed Shirota Gallery (destroyed)
 
Figure 56. Narita Katsuhiko, Sumi (charcoal), 1969-70, Figure 57. Suga Kishio, Heir etsu-so (Parallel Strata ), 196 9 
C harcoal logs , 80 x55 x45 em, (31 'l2 ~<21 2/3>(17517) each, Paraffin, 300 :<240:< 160cm (118 1/9:<941;2><63"), 
Karnakura Gallery, Tokyo Collection of the artist 
Figure 58. Lee Ufan, 
Kankeikou (Oite am Basho) IJI, Kaidai : Ka nkeikou 
(Relatum [A Located Place] JII. Changed Title: R elatumy; 1970, 
Wood, rope and pillar, 370 x90 x90cm (145 2/3 X 35 317 x35 317), 
(destroyed and remade 1988) 
Figure 59. Donald Judd, Untitled, 1965, Figure 60. Robert Morris, Untitled (knots), 1963,
 
Galvanized iron , 7units, Painted wood and hemp rope,
 
each 22.86 x 101.6x78.74cm (9 ~<40 ~<31 ") Wooden structure, 14x38 x8cm (5 x 15x3")
 
with 22.86cm (9") intervals,
 
Collection, Locksley/Sh ea Gallery, Minneapolis
 
Figure 61. Lee Ufan, K OUZOll Kaidai: Kankeikou Figure 62. Richard Serra, 
(System, Changed Title: R elation) , 1969, One Ton Prop (Hou se ofCards ), 
Iron, overall 4 parts 60 x 140 >~ 160cm 1969 , Lead antimony,
 
(23 5 /8 ~<55 1/9x63"), Four plates, each 121.92 >;121.92em (48 :<48"),
 
(destroyed and remade 1990) Collection, the Grinstein Family, Los Angeles
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Figure 63. Lee Ufan, Nuri yori (From Layer), Figure 64. Lee Ufan, Kankeikou (Relatum), 
1963, Aeryl paint on the backside canvas, 1968,Glass and stone, 140 >(180x30cm 
70 x65cm (27 5(9x25 3/5") (55 119 x70 7/8 X 11 4/5"), 
Collection, Yamamura Tokutaro, Osaka 
Figure 65 . Lee Ufan,
 
Ba to !chi 1,11 (Place and Location 1.11), 1970,
 
Plate with a hole and paper,
 
Two pieces 1 and 11 each 59 ~<83cm (23 2/9x32 2/3),
 
Collection of the artist
 
Figure 66. Lee Ufan, Figure 67. Rob ert Morris, Cloud, 1962, 
Kankeikou (Oite am Basho) 1, Kaidai: Kankeikou Plywood, 82.9 x 182.9 ~< 25.4c111 (72 X 72 x10") 
tReiatum [A Located Place] 1, Changed Title: Relatum), 
1970, Iron and wall , 220 x140 -:< l300cm 
(863/5:<55 119 ;<511 4/5") 
(destroyed) 
Figure 68. Lee Ufan, 
Genshou to Chikaku, Kaidai: Kankeikou 
(Phenomenon and Perception, Changed Title: Relatum), 
1')(/ . CoLL~)f1 and ; 10 11 ': . 
40x 2.-0 x 16(km t 15.11 ;<9~ -' 7x()l"' ). 
Figure 69. Lee Ufan, Kouzou A, Kaidai: Kankeikou (destroyed and remade l ' ~ ) 
(System A, Changed Title: Relatum), 
1969, Cotton and iron, 
170 :-:160 x150cm (66 9110x63 ;<59 5/9"), 
(destroyed and remade 1988) 
Figure 70 . Suga Kishio, Tatsu (Stand) , Figure 71.. Suga Kishio, Jyoukyou-ritu (Situation's law), 
1969, Wood, glass and stone, 1971, Plastic board, stone and water, 
220 >:300 x240cm (86 3/Y<118 I/9x941;2" ), 50 x240 x2100cm (19 2/3 x94 lhx 826 7/9"), 
(destroyed) a site-specific work created for 
the "4th Modem Japanese Sculpture Exhibition", Ube city, 
(destroyed) 
Figure 72. Koushi (a window without glass) 
inside Katsura Rikyu (Katsura Imperial Villa), 
1663 , Kyoto 
Figure 74. Robert Smithon, 
Mirror Wedge (lvlirror Span), 
1969'1, Mirror and rock,
 
unknown dimensions,
 
Photograph courtesy Estate of Robert Smithson
 
Figure 73. Suga Kishio, Infinity State, 1970,
 
Wood, window , air, landscape and light,
 
Several frames of window:
 
maximum 25 x25;<200cm, (97/8 ;<97/8 ;<78 %"),
 
minimum 25 x25x 35cm (9 7/8 /:9 7/8 ·<1 3%' '),
 
Instal1ed the National Museum of Modem Art, Kyoto,
 
Collection the artist
 
Figure 75. Suga Kishio, Houchi (Leaving),
 
1971, unknown dimensions,
 
Wood and barbed wire, (destroyed)
 
Figure 77. Suga Kishio, Square Metal Pond, 
Figure 76. Shachi-jyoukyou (Situation ofLeaving) 1985 
1972,Wood, stone and wire rope, 
300 x780 ;<1400cm (l18 \ /9x307 ;<551 1/6" ), 
(destroyed) 
